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1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to showcase the status of research activities on
aeronautical meteorology carried out globally and to present the observing,
forecasting and decision support capabilities currently available to assist
researchers, institutions and funding agencies to align efforts to make the
maximum use of our limited resources. Emphasis is also on gaps and future
research directions available to improve our level of understanding. This
work attempts to be a comprehensive description of global meteorological
research and an overview of the most important and visible research
specifically aimed at air transport uses. The research method is a meta
study and a literature review in meteorology focusing on the
meteorological applications required for safe air transport.
Meteorology as a research field has multiple specialized fields.
While all research ultimately supports the overall objective of better
serving society and customers, the needs and requirements of the air
transport sector require special attention. Aviation weather is a special type
of forecasting where the emphasis is on the 0 to 12 hours timeframe due to
the near-term and high-resolution requirements by the airspace user
operations. Flights and thus air navigation services and airports are
constantly adapting to changing circumstances. In this timeframe,
advanced Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models are good in
predicting a number of aviation weather hazards. One of the main
difficulties is the lack of observations at high enough space and time
resolution to characterize the current state of the atmosphere as well as the
forecast uncertainty increasing as scales of interest get finer and finer. In
this space, the human forecaster must generate a clear picture of the very
near future evolution of the weather to be able to accurately predict the
weather for air transport customers. The human intervention in aviation
weather forecasting is the one of the strongest bastions of the forecasters’
skill to improve the forecast, but automation and technology are on their
way to improve both the guidance received by the forecaster and the actual
end products automatically generated by various processing methods.
Ongoing developments for four-dimensional trajectory management for
flights aim to have information about the exact position and time of arrival
of an aircraft exchanged in real time and weather is a major factor in the
accurate estimation of speed and location of the aircraft.
Air transport has become an everyday part of life for many and is a
key part of the global world we live in today. The performance of the air
navigation system depends on a variety of factors ranging from technical
to human to the natural environment and provides an astonishing level of
11

safety for passengers and crew. Weather plays an important role in air
transport, causing safety risks, delays and economic impacts on airspace
users. The weather enterprise continues to make significant efforts in
advancing the state of the art of meteorological information and service to
its customers.
In its end-year report, the International Air Transport Association
(IATA, 2016) estimated that 0.9% of world Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), totalling $769 billion, is spent on air transport in 2017, providing
employment to some 2.67 million and contributing to 2.5% of world GDP
growth. Prospects for growth for airlines in the United States seem
especially promising. The total weather service market in US is estimated
by American Meteorological Society (AMS, 2012) to be worth around $45bn, of which $1.65 to 1.8 billion were attributed to the private sector
(Spiegler 2007). Out of the private sector weather service costs, an
estimated 5% ($82.5 to $90m) were related to aviation.

Total ANS Cost ;
$49 985 000 000

Total MET Cost ;
$3 748 875 000

Total Air Transport
Cost;
$769 000 000 000

Figure 1 Estimation of global aeronautical meteorological service provision cost as a fraction of the
total air transport cost

The total share of aeronautical meteorological (MET) costs on air
transport costs range widely from country to country. Aeronautical
meteorological costs are typically included in Air Navigation Service
(ANS) costs when charged from the user. The share of MET cost of total
ANS costs in Europe as estimated by Eurocontrol (2004) for 2002 was
6.7% (decreasing from 7.9% in 1998). European air transport operators
paid in total €380 million for MET services in Europe in 2002.
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There exist many countries where MET services are not cost
recovered at all, and the cost for service provision is allocated to the
national budgets. The lack of global harmonisation on cost recovery policy
for MET services makes comparison difficult and distorts the overall
picture, but a rough estimate of 5-10% of Air Navigation Service charges
globally can be applied for MET services according to the available
published literature. Global Air Traffic Management (ATM) costs are
estimated at $10.9 billion in a report by Eurocontrol (2016) and total ATM
& ANS costs roughly $50bn (6.5%) of total air transport costs. Assuming
an average 7.5% MET share of the total ATM/ANS, we could estimate that
roughly $3.7 billion is allocated annually to support MET service provision,
excluding any government funding or military spending (see Figure 1).
Since 2002, significant cost pressure has been imposed on the global
meteorological community via various instruments while cost of
infrastructure has increased.
The most relevant estimates on the potential impact of MET services
to the societies they serve are presented by Freebairn and Zillman (2002),
Frei (2010), Hautala (2008) and the UK Met Office (2007). The difficulty
of estimating total cost-benefit for meteorological services is well described
by Freebairn and Zillman (2002), but a serious attempt at defining a
number is given by the UK Met Office (2007) where with a budget of £18.2m
for aeronautical meteorological services, the weather service benefits for
the Civil Aviation Authority are quantified at 20 saved lives, £95.5m saved
through improved routing and an additional £3.6m from reductions in
flight delays, bringing a total return-on-investment for aeronautical
meteorological services to 5.5 times the initial investment not accounting
any of the commercial or military services provided by the UK Met Office.
The study focusing specifically on the value of the Terminal Aerodrome
Forecast (TAF) at Zurich and Geneva airports in Switzerland by Von
Grueningen et al. (2014) reveals an estimated value of $14-22m for
domestic airlines per year for this product alone. Weather services are thus
a sound investment for the users and a cost-effective way to mitigate the
inherent risks of weather for aviation. High-quality weather services are
enabled by scientific research and hence the research discussed in this
piece of work contributes further to improve the return on investment and
improve the safety of aviation. Funding for aeronautical meteorological
research represents a small fraction of the total aeronautical
meteorological service provision field. Largest funding is received from the
users via grants, commercial contracts and collaboration, followed by
research funding programs such as the European Union Single European
Sky ATM Research (SESAR) program, US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) NextGen program and Japanese CARATS program.
These will be discussed further in the following section.
13

The general trend with airlines is the takeover of low-cost carriers
over traditional airlines’ business models also on long-haul flights
operating smaller narrow-body aircraft. IATA expects a 3.7% annual
compound average growth rate over the next 20 years, effectively doubling
the amount of air travellers in especially emerging markets. Clearly this will
lead to capacity issues and expansion plans at already busy airports.
Applications are becoming ubiquitous for airlines, airports and
meteorological service providers. Airspace will need to be streamlined to
facilitate the increased traffic and the move towards free route airspace and
cross-border cooperation is an attempt at resolving this issue. For airports,
the rise of China is felt strongly, since China has added over 100 airports
between 2011 and 2015 and continues an exponential growth path.
The long-term changes in weather patterns associated with climate
change present additional considerations for airlines and airports. Impacts
of climate change are related to e.g. rising surface temperatures and their
extremes, extreme weather events, seal-level rise and changes in transport
routes following changes in consumer behaviour. Growth in aviation is
driven by emerging markets especially in Asia where climate change
impacts need to be reviewed critically in all infrastructure investments.
Increasing surface temperature maxima connected in some areas to also
increased values of specific humidity can severely limit take-off
performance of aircraft at airports at high altitudes or with short runways.
A recent example from Phoenix, AZ, USA on 20 June 20171 has provided
insight into the impact of high temperatures on aviation as nearly 50 flights
were cancelled when temperatures reached 49°C. The flight cancellations
were caused by the maximum operating temperature of Bombardier CRJ
airliners of 48°C having been exceeded and thus the aircraft were deemed
not airworthy. The viability of coastal airports subject to sea-level rise
induced storm surges and flooding could also be at risk and needs to be
considered for all new airport projects. Increased rainfall amounts may
also result in flooding at airports experiencing monsoons, tropical storms
and increased thunderstorm activity. Changing jet stream intensity and
track and changes in many other weather patterns will add a host of local
changes in the operating environment of airlines and airports.
Chapter 2 provides a short overview of weather impacts on the
various air transportation user groups, Chapter 3 discusses the current
state in the numerical and observation methodologies research and
development, Chapter 4 introduces the various organisations involved in
aeronautical meteorological research, Chapter 5 offers a review of the
research on the identified meteorological phenomena, Chapter 6 presents
advances in decision support systems integrating meteorological
1

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40339730 (link tested 29 Nov. 17)
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information, Chapter 7 presents future challenges for aeronautical
meteorological research and finally Chapter 8 presents recommendations
and some key finding based on this piece of work.

2 IMPACTS OF WEATHER ON AIR TRANSPORT
The impact of weather on the operations of airspace is related first and
foremost to ensuring the safety of flight and the supporting services.
Airlines, airports and ATM take precautions to avoid any hazardous
weather that is known to have an impact on the performance of an aircraft.
The avoidance procedures to ensure safety sometimes result in additional
duration of flight or closure of runways leading to a delay for the passenger.
The monetary impact of weather can be estimated using the delays caused
to the airspace users due to weather constraints and the economic impact
this in turn results in to the operating airlines. Weather is one of the main
causes of disruptions to air transport, but its effects are not the same for all
users. This section presents the users of aeronautical meteorological
information and the impact weather has on operations to identify the
specific meteorological phenomena that will be the focus of the following
section. A general overview of weather and climate impacts for the aviation
sector is presented by Temme et al. (2014), identifying heat and cold waves,
heavy precipitation, snowfall, large-scale storms and wind, thunderstorms,
blizzards and fog as the main adverse weather conditions and includes a
general outlook to the development of the frequency of these events in a
changing climate.
Airspace design, climate, topography, users and their needs all
contribute to the impact weather has on the functioning of air transport.
The United States is known to be prone to weather-related delays in its
National Airspace System (NAS), and the FAA OPSNET Standard Report
estimates2 that 69% of delays are caused by the weather. This results in
massive economic losses for the airlines. Comparing the impact from one
region to another is difficult due a lack of the same rigor of reporting
weather delays as in the US in other parts of the world.
A good comparison report focusing on the weather-related Air
Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) delay between Europe and the US is
presented in a joint report by the FAA and European Organisation for the
Safety of Air Navigation (Eurocontrol) (2013). The report highlights
differences in the way weather constrains impact airports, severity of
impacts, and clearly shows the impact that a few US airports (namely New
2

https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/programs/weather/faq/ (link tested 29 Nov. 17)
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York airports Newark (EWR), LaGuardia (LGA) and John F. Kennedy
(JFK)) have in producing the large weather delays, whereas in Europe it is
mainly London Heathrow (LHR) that is affected by winds and visibility.
Overall, weather conditions in Europe are worse than the US with more
hours flown in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) than in the
United States. Visibility, wind, winter operations and thunderstorms are
the main weather-related causes of ATFM delays in Europe. The situation
in the US is similar, but the impact of thunderstorms and severe weather
is prominent. The reasons for the higher delays in the US with similar
weather constraints are speculated to be connected to the differences in
airspace management. In Europe capacities are set more conservatively to
allow for foreseeable events, while the US operates by presuming ideal
operating conditions and thereby calling higher capacities. In Europe, 1.8%
of total delay is attributed to ATM and ATFM delay and the corresponding
number in the US is 6.8% of which the FAA attributes weather as the
largest contributor to system delay.

2.1 TERMINAL SERVICES
At the airport terminal, snow, freezing precipitation and any thunderstorm
hazard may impact ramp and taxiway operations and wind, wind shear,
low ceiling and/or visibility may impact terminal runway operations. In the
departure phase of the aircraft, wind, wind shear, microbursts, turbulence,
icing and thunderstorms may impact departure operations. In New York
Newark (EWR) and LaGuardia (LGA) airports, over 90% of the ATFM
delay is caused by weather (FAA and Eurocontrol 2013). Weather is the
prominent driver of ATFM delays in both Europe and the US, with 38.2%
of airport delay in Europe and 72.9% in the US in 2013. A project report
prepared by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory
in 2001 by Allan et al. (2001) found that improved decision making by the
New York FAA users of the Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS)
provides an annual delay reduction of over 49,000 hours per year with a
monetary value of $150 million per year. The report identified the
meteorological phenomena leading to the documented impacts as
thunderstorms, low ceiling & visibility and high surface winds which all
reduce the airport capacity for take-offs and landings, increase taxi-in and
taxi-out times and increase air traffic controllers’ workload. A similar study
for London Heathrow is presented by Pejovic et al. (2009) which concludes
on the impact of thunderstorms, snow or fog, which are found to increase
the chance of weather-related delay by more than 25%.
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Ground operations at airports most typically include de-icing,
ground handling, snow clearance from runways and taxiways, rescue crew
and passenger transport. These parties have similar needs as the airports,
but have specific needs on the temporal timescales to enable forward
planning of capacity. Runway clearing from snow and ice, for example,
requires professional staff to be available at a short notice. However, this
staff may be blocked from reaching the airport in the first place if a major
weather event affects an airport and its access routes. When ground
handling crews have 2-3d warning on a major event, staff can be called in
advance allowing sufficient crew to be available. This is especially true for
rare, but high-impact events such as major snowstorms, which can be
forecasted in advance out to 7-10 days before the event. Ground operations
are also very susceptible to lightning and depend on the information
provided by the local lightning detection network.
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS or UAS or UAV) are
being quickly adopted in oil & gas, critical infrastructure and public safety
uses and many commercial companies have growing interest in using
RPAS for deliveries, etc. The weather constraints for privately piloted
RPAS are set partly by regulation (visual line of sight and 500ft ceiling in
the US) and partly by technical constraints of the aircrafts. Typically,
operation of RPAS is possible only in daylight Visual Flight Rules (VFR)
conditions, with cloud ceiling above 500ft, maximum wind 20kt and
temperatures ranging from -18°C to +40°C. The larger military aircraft are
also not immune to weather and suffer from engine icing, hail damage and
wind-related accidents especially during take-off and landing. Low
altitudes and high sensitivity of equipment pose very specific challenges on
the weather information to support operations, calling for higher
resolution and better representation of cloud microphysics.

2.2 EN-ROUTE SERVICES
Airlines are involved in developing weather services that best match their
requirements and provide the meteorological community with important
aircraft observations. This implies the great significance of weather
impacts on their operations. The important weather impacts for airlines
here can be narrowed to the in-flight weather and fleet management over
which the airlines have some degree of control. Aircrafts encounter many
other types of hazards, including icing and strong winds3. One of the most
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-12-30/how-bad-weather-can-affect-aircraftand-what-can-be-done-qa (link tested 29 Nov. 17)
3
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important weather impacts during the flight is moderate to severe
turbulence4. While turbulence rarely damages the aircraft, it is a hazard
and major discomfort to the crew and passengers. Turbulence itself can be
generated by thunderstorms, jet streams and mountain waves. High
altitude ice crystals (European term) or high ice water content (US term)
(HAIC or HIWC) is becoming a major issue for airlines due to the new
and more efficient jet engines being more susceptible to damages from a
high concentration of ice crystals at cruising altitudes causing engine
failures. The accurate forecasting of HAIC requires further research into
the mechanisms behind the development of the ice crystals. Large areas of
severe convection especially at hub airports generate major challenges for
the airlines’ fleet management operations by grounding and diverting
aircraft.
Weather affects the management of air traffic in different parts of
the flight in different ways5. During the en-route phase of the flight, jet
stream winds, mountain waves, turbulence, icing and thunderstorms may
impact operations. During the approach phase of the flight, wind, wind
shear, microbursts, turbulence, icing and thunderstorms may impact
arrival and approach operations. Ceilings and visibilities determine the
type of approach (visual / instrument). From an air traffic management
perspective, weather occupies space and needs to be separated from other
traffic and it has been stated that weather becomes the largest
uncontrollable user of airspace. According to the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and its National Weather
Service (NWS), thunderstorms represent 24%, visibility 17%, wind 14%,
ceiling 14%, snow 9%, freezing precipitation 8%, icing 7% and turbulence
7% of impact to delays caused by weather-induced air traffic flow
management restrictions to the airspace in 2004. Weather heavily affects
flow patterns and is a part of everyday life for air traffic controllers.
General aviation (GA) users are those users operating outside the
commercial requirements, generally small aircraft, soaring flight, balloons
and other recreational users of the airspace. These users represent a small
fraction of the flights, but a large part of the deaths and accidents related
to flying. Especially for general aviation, weather continues to be the most
likely factor to result in accidents and fatalities. Weather impacts to general
aviation are large primarily due to the requirement of operating under
visual meteorological conditions (VMC) where a visual line of sight is
maintained to the ground and airport during landing. As weather can
change quickly, GA pilots can end up in perilous situations unless proper
https://business.weather.com/blog/flying-in-convective-weather-and-why-you-shouldnt (link
tested 29 Nov. 17)
5 https://www.meted.ucar.edu/nas/ (link tested 29 Nov. 17)
4
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care is given to planning the flight with the most accurate meteorological
information available. All the phenomena described above in the previous
sections are highly valid for GA pilots. However, general aviators are
especially susceptible to the risks imposed by low ceiling and visibility,
thunderstorm, icing, freezing precipitation, wind and wind shear. The
main tool to mitigate general aviation risks is to ensure that the pilots have
the right information and are able to make the best decisions according to
that information, such as presented in (FAA 2005). Rotorcraft (such as a
helicopter) operation requires good weather conditions. Some of the most
dangerous weather conditions for rotorcraft are low visibility,
thunderstorms, winds, icing and snow6.
The ability of rotorcraft to operate in these weather conditions is
substantially lower than commercial aircraft, however many Search and
Rescue (SAR) and medical helicopters operate also in poor weather and
for these users, accurate weather information is of utmost importance.
Turbulence is a special concern for SAR flights often occurring in low
altitudes7 and can potentially lead to loss of control of the craft as can any
unexpected changes in air density. Helicopter Emergency Services
(HEMS) are prone to all the hazards described in the references and often
must weigh the risks of flying with the potential loss of life resulting from
not flying. For these users, spatially and temporally accurate nowcasts of
IMC conditions are of critical importance. However, here one must stress
also the importance of representative ground observations, which often tell
the HEMS operators of their ability to land in the given location. The SAR
and HEMS operators have different needs due to their operations taking
place outside the regular airport networks and air traffic corridors and
essentially a high-resolution analysis of ground conditions would need to
be available at all times.

3 ADVANCES IN THE INPUT INFORMATION ENABLING
AVIATION WEATHER SERVICES
Advancing understanding on meteorological phenomena requires the
theoretical background, observations and appropriate forecasting
methodologies to support end users. Research and development aiming to
improve the ground on which new and improved services can be built upon
is the subject of discussion in this chapter. The input information is
understood here to be mainly numerical weather model and Global
6
7

http://www.brighthub.com/science/aviation/articles/67157.aspx (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
https://flightsafety.org/asw-article/weather-impacts/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Observing System (GOS) data and could naturally also be defined in many
other ways. The distinction is made here since many aeronautical products
are developed as data fusion products coming mainly from the sources
discussed here. Individual forecast methods are the subject of the next
chapter.

3.1 NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION
Advances in Numerical Weather Prediction (see Figure 2) over the past
decades have been incremental and progressed steadily to improve our
weather forecasting capability as summarised by Bauer et al. (2015).
Quoting Bauer et al. (2015): the impact of numerical weather prediction
is among the greatest of any area of physical science.

Figure 2: An illustration of the grids and processes included in a Numerical Weather
Prediction model. Some advanced models include atmospheric aerosols and cloud
electrification processes in addition to the ones presented in the figure. Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Numerical_weather_prediction (link tested 29 Nov. 17)

Our current ability to accurately forecast the weather is a testament to not
only great advances in computer technology and science but decades of
physical research and major investment to the supporting infrastructure
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that is by far outweighed by economic and human benefits of these
forecasts (Lazo et al. 2009). Global and regional NWP centres produce
numerical forecasts at down to sub-kilometre scale ranging from rapid
update to seasonal timescales and some have been specifically tailored to
meet the need of the aviation community. As discussed by Bauer et al.
(2015):
Advances in forecast skill will come from scientific and
technological innovation in computing, the representation of
physical processes in parameterizations, coupling of Earth-system
components, the use of observations with advanced data
assimilation algorithms, and the consistent description of
uncertainties through ensemble methods and how they interact
across scales.
There exist ten global numerical weather prediction centres with global
and limited area models in operation as presented in Table 1. Most national
weather services run their own limited area model using boundary
conditions from one of these eight global models. Future research foci are
on physical process parameterization, analysis and forecast uncertainty
formulation through ensembles, and the provision of physically consistent
initial conditions for forecasting using observations as discussed by Bauer
et al. (2015). For specific aeronautical meteorological applications,
development is carried out both in the physical parameterizations of the
numerical models and the post-processing of model output and will be
further discussed in Chapter 5.
Table 1: Global numerical weather prediction centres and their models.
Country/Region
Europe

Institute
European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF)8

United
Kingdom

UK Met Office9

Model
HRES –
Atmospheric model
high resolution
(ECMWF 2016) &
ENS – Ensemble
atmospheric model
Unified Model –
Global, UKV,
MOGREPS-G,
MOGREPS-UK

8http://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/documentation-and-support

Resolution and domain
HRES: 9 km, 137
vertical levels, Global
ENS: 51 members,
18km, 91 vertical levels,
Global
UM: 17 km, 70 lev.,
Global; 10km from June
2017 onward
UKV: 1.5 km inner
(UK), 4 km outer
(Europe), 70 lev.
MOGREPS-G: 33 km,
70 lev. Global; 25km

(link tested 29 Nov. 17)

9http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/modelling-systems/unified-model/weather-forecasting

(link tested 29 Nov. 17)
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France

Météo-France10,11

ARPEGE, ALADIN,
AROME

Germany

Deutscher Wetterdienst12

ICON, COSMO-EU,
COSMO-DE

USA

NOAA National Centers
for Environmental
Protection (NCEP)13

GFS, NAM, RAP,
HRRR (Benjamin et
al. 2016), SREF

Canada

Environment Canada,
Canadian Meteorological
Centre15

Japan

Japan Meteorological
Agency (JMA)16

GDPS/GEM
(Qaddouri and Lee
2011), RDPS,
NAEFS
GSM, MSM, LFM,
Ensemble prediction
system

Australia

Australian Bureau of
Meteorology (ABoM)17

ACCESS-G,
ACCESS-R,
ACCESS-C+ (Based
on UKMO UM
model)

from June 2017
onwards
MOGREPS-UK: 2.2 km,
70 lev. UK
ARPEGE: 16 km, 105
lev., Global
ALADIN: 7-10 km,
Europe
AROME: 1.3 km, France
ICON: 13 km, 90 lev.,
global
COSMO-EU: 7 km, 40
lev., Europe
COSMO-DE: 2.8 km, 50
lev., Germany
FV314: 13km, 64 lev.
2019 onwards
GFS: 13 km, 64 lev.,
global, until 2019
NAM: 13 km, 60 lev.,
hemispheric
RAP: 13 km, 50 lev.,
hemispheric
HRRR: 3 km, 50 lev,
regional, hourly update
SREF: 16 km, 50 lev.,
CONUS, ensemble
GDPS: 25km, 165 lev.,
global
RDPS: 10km, regional
GSM: 20 km, 100 lev.,
global
MSM: 5 km, 48 lev.,
Japan and surrounding
LFM: 2 km, 58 lev.,
Japan
Ensemble: 40 km, 60
lev., global
ACCESS-G: 25 km,
global
ACCESS-R: 12 km,
regional
ACCESS-C+: 4 km,
major cities in Australia

10http://www.meteofrance.fr/prevoir-le-temps/la-prevision-du-temps/les-modeles-de-prevision-

de-meteo-france (all links tested 29 Nov. 17)
11http://www.umr-cnrm.fr/spip.php?article121&lang=en
12https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/weatherforecasting/num_modelling/01_num_weather_pre
diction_modells/icon_description.html?nn=484268
13 http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/
14 https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/fv3/
15 https://weather.gc.ca/model_forecast/model_e.html
16 http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/en/Activities/nwp.html
17 http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/charts/about/about_access.shtml
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China

China Meteorological
Administration (CMA)

Russia

Hydrometeorological
Centre of Russia18,19

National and
regional models:
WRF, GRAPES
(based on ECMWF
model), MM5,
AREM (Chen et al.
2013)
SL-AV

GRAPES: 25 km, 70
lev., global
Others: 9 to 15 km,
regional

SL-AV: 25 km, 51 lev.

In addition to NWP methods, the background guidance can be provided
with analysis systems, including methods such as the Local Analysis and
Prediction System (LAPS) (Albers et al. 1996; Hiemstra et al. 2006) and
its newer variational version developed by Jiang et al. (2015). Other
systems include the US Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) Coupled
Analysis and Prediction System (ACAPS)20, Nowcasting and Initialisation
for Modelling Using Regional Observation Data Scheme (NIMROD) at the
UK Met Office (Golding 1998), Oklahoma University’s Center for Analysis
and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) (Xue et al. 2000; Xue et al. 2003) and
the US Rapid Refresh (RAP) model (Benjamin et al. 2016).

3.2 WEATHER RADARS
The science and principles of weather radars is presented by e.g. Bringi and
Chandrasekar (2001) and Raghavan (2003). Weather radars have recently
seen a major upgrade in technology to dual polarimetric methods, allowing
for better discrimination between returned echoes, and therefore better
removal of non-meteorological signals and identification of hydrometeors
and non-meteorological objects such as birds and insects. Weather radars
have become critical for aviation in providing information on precipitation,
winds and non-meteorological objects both on the ground and at the
aircraft.
The growing impact of especially convective weather to aviation
users leads to an increased demand of high temporal accuracy and quality
of information from radars. A proposed way to increase temporal
resolution is to use phased array systems instead of the traditional pedestal
and rotating antenna configurations as discussed by e.g. Fulton et al.
(2017).
http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/conferences/WGNE-30/pdfs/day2/08-Report_Russia.pdf (link
tested 30 Nov. 17)
19http://www.scert.ru/conferences/cites/2015/presentation/Presentation/Session4/invited_repo
rts/1-Tolstykh.pdf (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
20 https://www.jcsda.noaa.gov/documents/meetings/wkshp2009/Session-1a/5.Agency.ReportAFWA.ppt (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Figure 3:

Weather radar mosaic image from the European EUMETNET OPERA network
on 23rd February 2017 showing the maximum reflectivity as dBZ. The reflectivity
information reveals a low-pressure system over the Netherlands and the extent
of the operational mosaic product. Source: FMI OPERA radar image archive.

Weather radars lack coverage over the oceans and in general the areal
coverage extends 200-400km from the radar location. Coverage can be
improved by creating composite images of single radar images and can be
achieved also as a cross-border initiative (see Figure 3). One proposed
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solution to partially compensate the lack of coverage over the oceans is to
equip weather satellites with Doppler radars for a much greater areal
coverage as discussed by e.g. Wang et al. (2017).
The added value of the four-dimensional information on the
hydrometeors in the atmosphere provided by weather radar data can
essentially only be achieved using an adequate number of installed radars
on the ground. Weather radar output is used by operational air traffic flow
managers in changing routing to runways and in optimising the airspace
capacity, by airport managers to anticipate runway closure, by ground
operations to activate runway clearance operations and naturally by
meteorologists who use the information on precipitation coverage,
intensity, melting layer, hydrometeor classification (see Figure 4), etc. to
accurately forecast weather for the airspace users. Hydrometeor
classification can be used to filter out non-meteorological objects from the
radar images and also to discern certain meteorological phenomena such
as the height of the melting layer, phase of hydrometeors within the cloud
and presence of graupel or hail within the cloud indicating strong vertical
movement and potential for turbulence and lightning.

Figure 4: Dual polarization range-height indicator (RHI) image as a function of distance from
radar and distance above radar from the Finnish Meteorological Institute weather
radar installed at Ikaalinen on 10th October 2014 showing ice phase hydrometeors
(turquoise), mixed phase with the melting layer (blue), liquid phase closer to the
ground (light blue) and graupel (yellow) associated with an observed lightning
strike likely caused by the graupel “tower” shown in the figure. Source: FMI radar
archive, Elena Saltikoff.
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Modern aircraft carry onboard advanced weather radars that are used as
the primary source of information for the avoidance of convective weather
and turbulence. The onboard radar typically has a weather display, (wet)
turbulence detection, weather ahead, predictive wind shear and a ground
mapping function. The navigation and vertical displays in the cockpit show
the relevant weather information with an automatic mode. While
information is limited to over and under 4000 ft along the flight path
looking ahead of the aircraft, this gives the pilot accurate and sufficient
information to circumnavigate convective systems as long as the on-board
radar is turned on before encountering the convective object. The full
extent of the convective system might not be evident due to the limited
range of the on-board systems, making the selection of the most optimal
flight path more difficult. Overall, the effective avoidance of convective
cells requires advance planning before take-off for an optimal route
selection.

3.3 LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS

Figure 5: Global average lightning strike density map for 2012-2016 from the Vaisala
GLD360 dataset, source:

http://www.vaisala.com/VaisalaImages/Lightning/GLD_20km_avg_20122016_world_map.png (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Lightning and the clouds producing the lightning present multiple threats
to air transport. Direct lightning strikes damage aircraft and can
compromise airworthiness. The safety risk associated with lightning
strikes is the greatest during take-off and landing when the aircraft has the
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least options to divert convective lightning producing cells. Therefore, in
most cases the air traffic is restricted for those areas where convective cells
are reported or forecasted to produce lightning.
Lightning directly at an airport will force runway capacity to be
reduced for take-off and landing. Obviously then the detection of lightning
is very important for aviation and all major airports have installed
lightning detection systems for accurate short-range detection. Current
fixed ground-based systems detect cloud-to-ground and intra- and intercloud electrical activity. Very Low Frequency (VLF) networks can have a
large detection coverage while lightning mapping arrays (LMA) are more
restricted in areal coverage and provide better location accuracy. The
European network of lightning location systems with further details is
presented by Poelman et al. (2016) and the US national lightning detection
network by Cummins and Murphy (2009). A global view of lightning strike
density is given in Figure 5.

3.4 AUTOMATED OBSERVING SYSTEMS
Weather observations are carried out as defined by the World
Meteorological Organisation (WMO) Guide to Meteorological
Instruments and Methods of Observation (WMO 2014) and the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Manual on Automatic
Meteorological Observing Systems at Aerodromes (Doc 9837) and can be
made in person by a trained weather observer or by an automated system
such as an Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS, USA) and
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) specific to aviation use.
The responsibility of weather observations at airports is highly
dependent on the state in question. In the US, observations at airports are
the responsibility of the FAA, while in Europe it is either the airport, Air
Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) or the National Meteorological and
Hydrological Service (NMHS) who is responsible. These four variations
are found across the globe and typically the local NMHS will still be
maintaining the SYNOP, precipitation and climate observation networks
even if it is not involved in aviation weather observations.
AWOS systems are highly standardised and offered by multiple
providers as turn-key solutions. The basic suite of observations recorded
are: wind speed and direction, wind gust, variable wind direction,
temperature, dew point, altimeter setting (QNH, i.e. pressure), density
altitude. The setup is normally augmented by visibility, sky condition,
cloud coverage, ceiling, present weather, lightning detection (see Figure 6).
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is a remote sensing method used
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for meteorological purposes to determine the height and ceiling of the
cloud base (Ceilometer) or the presence of fine particles, such as volcanic
ash, in the atmosphere. Some major airports also include LIDARs for the
detection of especially volcanic ash.

Figure 6: Surface weather observation system setup at the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA). Runway Visual Range (RVR) measurement is also usually included in a
typical setup and most modern anemometers use acoustic methods. Source:
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/en/Activities/surf/surface_instruments.png (link tested 30
Nov. 17)

AWOS systems have replaced manual observations in many airports. In
e.g. Finland only the main international airport of Helsinki-Vantaa is
manned with a human observer 24/7. AWOS information is directly
displayed in the Air Traffic Control (ATC) tower and weather forecast
offices. The information is packaged to standard METAR messages every
30 or 60 minutes and may or may not include a short-term TREND
forecast issued by the forecaster. Automatic METAR messages are being
issued in some airports with low traffic volumes.
Low Level Wind Shear Alert Systems (LLWAS) is a method used to
detect wind shear at and around airports especially for landing aircraft. It
is a ground based system composing minimum 6 anemometers and a
processing unit calculating wind shear risk based on the readings21. The
system was commissioned by the FAA in the 1970s following aircraft
21http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Low_Level_Wind_Shear_Alert_System_(LLWAS)

tested 30 Nov. 17)
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(link

crashes due to wind shear and microbursts associated with thunderstorms.
The US remains the predominant user of LLWAS systems due to the
climate favourable to severe convection.

3.5 WEATHER SATELLITES
Weather satellites complete the picture of essential weather forecasting
input information. Core meteorological satellite programs give an overview
of cloud properties (such as cloud top temperature) of large geographical
areas at a single time either from a geostationary or polar orbiting (sunsynchronous) position. This information is complemented by satellites at
low earth orbits for specific purposes. WMO maintains a listing22 of all
operational and future meteorological satellites with complete information
on the instruments and their status (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Schematic overview of the space-based WMO Global Observing System, source:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/globalplanning_en.php (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Weather satellites are mainly operated by NOAA/NASA of the United
States, EUMETSAT/ESA in Europe (Germany), Roshydromet/ Roscosmos
22

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/satellitestatus.php (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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in Russia, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), CMA/NRSCC in
China, JMA of Japan and KMA/KARI in South Korea. Weather satellites
are the most expensive part of the weather forecasting enterprise with an
estimated budget of $10.8 billion23 for the four new GOES satellites. Costs
have risen considerably, considering that the budget for EUMETSAT MSG1 / Meteosat-8 was €475 million and €1.3 billion for three satellites in total
including launchers and 12-year operations costs when launched in august
200224. New satellites always carry the next generation of instruments,
improving our picture of the state of the atmosphere and improving the
skill of numerical weather prediction models. The last satellite to be taken
into operational use on 7 July 2015 is the Japanese Himawari-8 launched
on 7 Oct 2015. The latest addition to the satellite constellation is the
NOAA/NASA GOES-R (now GOES-16) launched on 19 November 2016
with expected entry into operation in late 2017. GOES-16 is carrying
especially the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) similar to the Advanced
Himawari Imager (AHI) onboard the Himawari-8, providing four times
better resolution and more than five times faster coverage, and
Geostationary Lightning Mapper continuously mapping total (in-cloud
and cloud-to-ground) lightning. The latest generation imagers provide a
dramatic improvement in the study and tracking of tropical cyclones.

3.6 AIRCRAFT-BASED OBSERVATIONS
Aircrafts collect temperature, pressure, location and airspeed (also
humidity on some flights) data from which wind speed, direction and
turbulence can be calculated. The relay of this and additional information
back to the meteorological community to improve weather forecasts is led
by the WMO global Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR)25,26
programme since the 1990s (see Figure 8). The collaboration is with
partner airlines using already installed equipment. The additional
information is especially valuable over the oceans where no upper air
observations are available and provides a significant improvement in
numerical weather model performance.
Other sources of information from the aircraft are Pilot Reports
(PIREP), Aircraft Reports (AIREP) and Automatic Dependent
23

http://www.goes-r.gov/resources/faqs.html (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

24http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Meteosat_Second_Generation/MSG

_FAQ/(print) (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
25 https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/GOS/ABO/AMDAR/About.html (link tested 30 Nov.
17)
26 https://www.meted.ucar.edu/avn_int/amdar/index.htm (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Surveillance - Contract (ADS-C) made available by the WMO. TAMDAR
(Zhang et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016) is a data collection platform like
AMDAR for which data is disseminated to participating institutions only.
TAMDAR27 is operated by Panasonic Weather Solutions based in the US.
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) is an increasingly
common equipment on board commercial aircraft for flight monitoring
purposes. ADS-B has value for meteorological purposes since wind,
pressure and temperature profiles can be estimated from the data as
concluded by de Leege et al. (2012).

Figure 8: Components of the WMO AMDAR system, source:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/GOS/ABO/AMDAR/AMDAR_System.html
(link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Mode S is a secondary surveillance radar process that allows selective
interrogation of aircraft according to a unique address assigned to each
aircraft28. In Europe, Mode S Enhanced Surveillance (EHS) is becoming
more and more used and includes many interesting sources of information
that can be helpful to weather prediction such as ground speed, magnetic
heading, indicated airspeed and vertical rate as discussed by Stone and
Kitchen (2015). Regulation (EU) No 1207/2011 requires that all flights
operating as general air traffic in accordance with instrument flight rules
within the EU are equipped with mode S transponders. This information
can be used to calculate wind speed and direction and temperature at high
27
28

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TAMDAR (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Mode_S (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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temporal resolution from all Mode S communications29. Research by Haan
and Stoffelen (2012) present improvements achieved by using Mode S
wind and temperature information in 2-3h nowcasting at Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport. Mode S data errors have been quantified and suitability
for assimilation into NWP models confirmed by Mirza et al. (2016) and the
paper also includes a comprehensive table of previous studies. The paper
by Stone and Pearce (2016) presents the collection of information at the
UK Met Office, using five receivers to collect 5.7 million observations of
horizontal wind and temperature over the UK. Stone and Pearce (2015 &
2016) also conclude that the data is equal to the quality of AMDAR
observations. The Mode S and ADS-B data can also be used for turbulence
observations as presented by Kopeć et al. (2016).

4 THE ACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ADVANCES IN
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH
Scientific research into the phenomena of importance to air transport is
concentrated into research groups and individuals spread across the globe.
Major efforts are being carried out in the US, Europe and Asia in
universities, national research institutes, private sector enterprises and
with Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs). Major funding is provided
by the FAA and the European Union from the public sector and by airlines
through en-route charges on the private side. Specific scientific challenges
may also be addressed by various other funding sources. Actors are driven
on the other hand by the requirement to improve the quality of the
information, to enable cost efficiencies via enhanced automation, and to
meet the evolving needs of airspace users on another. The following
chapters elaborate each sector further and explore the various activities
currently ongoing.

4.1 LARGE INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES
The development of the global air navigation system is governed by the
ICAO and detailed in the Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP; ICAO 2016a).
The GANP composes Aviation System Block Upgrades (ASBU) and is
further divided into modules. Global plans are supplemented by seven
regional air navigation plans and subsequent national plans. Overall
29
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responsibility for the implementation of these plans lies with the states
who are the signatories to the Chicago Convention establishing the ICAO.
For meteorological services, the AMET module describes the upgrades for
globally interoperable systems and data and specifies meteorological
services as a key enabler through the future System Wide Information
Management (SWIM) environment.
The improvements envisaged in the plan from 2018 onwards
include automated decision processes on aids for the information,
translation, impact conversion to ATM operations, and ATM decision
support of meteorological input and by 2028 to implement the tactical
avoidance of hazardous weather, aircraft based capabilities to detect
weather and to display weather to enhance situational awareness. The
GANP does not include specific meteorological phenomena of interest, but
does define the trend towards more integration of meteorological input to
the decision-making processes. There is no set agenda into which topics
aeronautical meteorological research should focus, apart from the
developing field of space weather research and improvements in the global
capability to forecast the impacts of volcanic ash events. Since these events
are not purely meteorological events and the required research is highly
concentrated to few research teams, they are left out of the consideration
for the purposes of this work.
The larger research and development initiatives build upon the
ideology of the ICAO GANP and aim to ensure that those objectives are met
along with any regional or sub-regional objectives. Three such programs
are identified here, noting that there are likely several more at a national
level. It should be noted that especially for aeronautical meteorological
research and development, the NextGen and SESAR programme are not
harmonised in their timing or content. SESAR currently lacks
comprehensive weather input to its current phase. The total strategic
centralized investment in aviation weather research and development
activities is roughly tenfold in the US compared to Europe as presented in
the following two chapters.

4.1.1 SESAR
The Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) project is the
technological pillar of the Single European Sky (SES) legislation30. The
content of the project draws from the European ATM Master Plan, the
components are developed and validated by the SESAR Joint Undertaking
30
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(SJU) and deployed by the SESAR Deployment Manager (SDM) (See
Figure 9). The key results of the first phase of SESAR implemented from
2014 to 2016 are given in Table 2. The second SESAR “2020” phase is in
implementation from 2017 to 2020 with a more limited MET service
provider involvement.
The SESAR project meteorological component has been
coordinated by EUMETNET, a grouping of 31 European National
Meteorological Services. The main part of the meteorological development
in SESAR has been to ensure a harmonised and consistent set of
meteorological information to the user by harmonising model output and
providing a technological solution to retrieve all information. SESAR only
funds research projects through its Exploratory Research projects, where
the number of meteorological initiatives has been low. Hence, the focus in
SESAR is on the technological development towards the SWIM
environment by ensuring that meteorological information is exchanged in
a uniform way.

Figure 9: SESAR Research and Development Lifecycle. Source: SJU at 2016 World ATM
Congress, Madrid, Spain

The SESAR Industrial Research programme itself is built in a way that
makes the participation of NMHSs difficult by requiring a major
investment. The result is that there is no specific meteorological agenda
within SESAR and this is being set in a delayed mode by the EUMETNET
community and by individual project proposals. Aeronautical
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meteorological research in Europe continues to be carried out mostly in
projects funded from other sources. The following meteorological projects
have been funded through the SESAR project:
Table 2: Weather-related SESAR projects
SESAR funding
Large Scale
Demonstration (20132014)

Institute
Thales, DSNA,
Brussels Airlines, UK
Met Office, Météo
France & Deutcher
Wetterdienst (DWD)

Title
TOPMET

Scope
Demonstrate
improved accuracy in
the monitoring and
forecasting of adverse
weather conditions,
such as
thunderstorms and
severe ice.

Large scale
Demonstration (20152016)

Thales, DSNA,
Airbus, Brussels
Airlines, Air France,
HOP! Regional, Air
Corsica, Austro
Control, Croatia
Control, ENAC,
Airports de Paris,
Finnish
Meteorological
Institute (FMI),
Météo France & DWD

TOPLINK

Industrial Research
(2014-2016)

Météo France, UK
Met Office, DWD,
FMI, MET.no, KNMI,
SMHI, Belgocontrol,
NLR and Thales Air
Systems

WP11.2

Demonstrate the
benefits for ATM
stakeholders (ANSPs,
Airlines, Airport
operators)
of the deployment of
new SWIM services,
including
Meteorological
Services, Aeronautical
Information Services,
cooperative Network
Services, and Flight
Information Services
Meteorological subwork package 11.02
(Meteorological
Information Services)

Exploratory Research
(2016-2018)

University of Seville
(Spain), University
Carlos III of Madrid
(Spain), University of
Salzburg (Austria),
MeteoSolutions
GmbH (Darmstadt,
Germany) and
AEMET (Agencia
Estatal de
Meteorología)

TBO-MET
(Meteorological
uncertainty
management for
trajectory-based
operations)

Address the problem
of analysing and
quantifying the effects
of meteorological
uncertainty in
Trajectory-based
operations (TBO)

Exploratory Research
(2016-2018)

FMI, DLR, Austro
Control

PNOWWA
(Probabilistic
nowcasting of
winter weather
for airports)

Produce methods for
the probabilistic
short-term
forecasting of winter
weather and enable
the assessment of the
uncertainty in the
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ground part of 4D
trajectories

The SESAR Deployment component of the main project provides funding
for deployment projects making use of the developed and validated
outcomes of the previous phases and does not include new research or
development of the meteorological capability. Deployment is the final step
towards having the new functionality in use by all customers. Total
investment to aeronautical meteorological research and development from
SESAR is difficult to assess since small components can be included in
numerous projects. For the first phase of SESAR and the Work Package
11.02 coordinated by EUMETNET, the total budget was €6.8 million over
a three-year period, thus roughly €2.3m annually over 2014-2016. The
SESAR Deployment projects amount to a total of €16.4 million over the
2017-2020 timeframe.

4.1.2 NEXTGEN

Figure 10: NextGen Weather Architecture Diagram. Source:

https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/programs/weather/images/nextgen-architecturediagram.jpg (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

The Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) is an FAA
program developed to modernize the US national airspace system with the
help of the air transport industry. NextGen is a series of initiatives designed
to make the airspace system more efficient spanning from short-term
(2004-2012), mid-term (2012-2020) to long-term (2020-2030 and
beyond) goals and visions with a total budget of about $37 billion by 2030
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and expected cost savings of $106 billion31. The NextGen Weather
Components32 are the NextGen Weather Processor (NWP), NWP Aviation
Weather Display (AWD) and Common Support Services (CSS-Wx) as
presented in the Figure 10.
The NextGen NWP provides weather information translated to
impacts on route blockage and airspace capacity constraints from 0-8h in
advance combining remote sensing data, surface and aircraft observations
and numerical model output. The information is displayed via the AWD for
en-route and terminal users. The AWD consolidates many legacy systems
into a new weather display architecture. The NextGen NWP output falls
under four different categories: mosaic, analysis, predictive and
translation products. Mosaic products improve especially the spatial
consolidation of weather radar information. Analysis products focus on
especially storm information (motion vectors, storm extrapolated position,
growth trends, echo top tags, lightning), wind shear safety (microbursts,
gust fronts, tornado detections and terminal alerts) and terminal wind
analyses (wind profiles, 3D grids). The predictive products extend from 0
to 8 hours and are thus within the nowcasting timeframe and include
precipitation, precipitation type, echo tops, icing, turbulence and fronts.
Confidence and accuracy scores are also presented. The translation
products convert mosaics and predictive products into translated impact
areas called Convective Weather Avoidance Fields (Polygons).
The CSS-Wx provides a single source of weather data via SWIM to
the US National Airspace System (NAS), facilitates consistent weather
information, increases weather access, reduces interface development
costs and reduces infrastructure costs. The CSS-Wx includes the NOAA
weather models (RAP, HRRR, SREF, NAM, etc.), aviation forecasts,
traditional alphanumeric codes (TAF, METAR, PIREP, etc.) and remote
sensing images in addition to the NextGen NWP products. The CSS-Wx
should reach initial operating capability in 2019.
NextGen Weather is sponsored by the FAA Aviation Weather
Research Program that sponsors applied research by awarding grants to
universities, research institutions and private enterprises to develop the
capabilities. For Fiscal Year 2017 (FAA 2016), the NextGen NWP WP1
budget was $27.8m, CSS-Wx Phase 1 $3.3m and another $1.16m for
weather forecast improvements, but weather is dispersed throughout the
FAA budget in multiple parts and total investment is much greater. In
addition, the FAA Weather Program budget is $17.9m and the NextGen
Weather Information in the Cockpit (WTIC) program is at $4m bringing
the total annual weather-related investment by the FAA to roughly $54.2
31
32

https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/programs/weather/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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million excluding any observation and remote sensing system upgrades
and maintenance.

4.2 PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
The role of public agencies in aeronautical meteorological research is great
due to the fact that air traffic management, air navigation services,
meteorological services, universities, regulation and even airlines have in
the past been public property. While air transport is moving forward into
a more and more market-oriented approach, the task of aeronautical
meteorological research remains mostly in public institutions’ hands. The
involvement of the private sector becomes larger the closer the research
and development efforts get to customer operations. Many private
companies thrive in the final interface of decision support tools and
interaction to airlines, ANSPs and airports.

4.2.1 NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES
(NMHSS)
According to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Statement on
National Meteorological and Hydrological Services33,
The National Meteorological and Hydrological Services own and
operate most of the infrastructure that is needed for providing the
weather, climate, water and related environmental services for the
protection of life and property, economic planning and
development, and the sustainable exploitation and management of
natural resources.
And further,
With regard to the civil aviation sector, NMHSs provide data,
products and services that contribute to the safety of aviation and
the economical operation of the sector both nationally and
internationally. The measurements and forecasts of conditions enroute and at, or on the approach to, terminal aerodromes are
useful for minimizing aircraft operating costs. By increasing the
operating efficiency of flights, NMHSs also contribute to a

33https://www.wmo.int/pages/about/documents/WMOStatement_NMHSs_en.pdf (link tested

30 Nov. 17)
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reduction in the negative impacts of aircraft emissions on global
climate change and stratospheric ozone.
The WMO has 185 member states and 6 territories, most of which have an
identified NMHS. However, not all NMHSs are providers of aeronautical
meteorological services and in these cases the function is typically given to
the ANSP responsible for air navigation services or airport operation. Very
few countries have enabled a fully private MET service provision for the
services provided under ICAO Annex 3 (ICAO 2016b). Furthermore, not all
NMHSs carry out research and development activities with a specific aim
at improving their services and products for air transport. Appendix 1
presents a list of those NMHSs actively engaged in aeronautical
meteorological research and development activities and Table 3 provides a
listing of known projects focusing on aviation weather research and
development. The Appendix shows that some 21 out of 185 (11%) of WMO
member NMHSs are actively engaged in aeronautical meteorological
research. It should be noted that this information is subject to some
controversy since it is very difficult to gain insight into ongoing research
where results are not made publicly available.
Table 3: List of identified projects ongoing at NMHSs for aeronautical meteorological
research listed by country, organization and focus area of the research
Organization
UK Met Office

Project Name
Development and verification of ensemble
aviation hazard forecasts
Upper-Level Turbulence Forecasts
High-resolution Fog Forecasting in London

KOR

UK

Global Icing Potential Forecasts
National Institute of
Meteorological
Sciences (NIMS)

Near-cloud turbulence diagnostics
300-m weather prediction model for
the Incheoninternational airport (IIA-300m)

Aviation Meteorological
Office

Doppler radial velocity patterns for the
prediction of wind shear and microburst in
the Incheon international airport
Ensemble-Based Forecast Indices for Area
Forecast Using the Mesoscale Ensemble
Prediction System

FI JPN
N

Japan Meteorological
Agency

Probabilistic precipitation type forecasts
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Related Focus
Area(s)
Weather
Integration Into
Decision
Making
Turbulence
Ceiling and
Visibility
Icing - Inflight,
Ground, and
Engine
Turbulence
Numerical
Weather
Prediction
(NWP)
Radar
Algorithm
Development
Numerical
Weather
Prediction
(NWP)
Winter weather

Finnish Meteorological
Institute

Probabilistic Nowcasts of Winter Weather at
Airports (PNOWWA)
Aircraft Ground Deicing

Cold-season lightning risk for aviation
Dual Polarization
Global Turbulence Guidance

Weather
Integration Into
Decision
Making
Lightning
Radar
Algorithm
Development
Turbulence

DE

Deutscher Wetterdienst

Winter weather

3D Convection (ASPOC)

Icing - Inflight,
Ground, and
Engine
Convection

MET-GATE

SWIM

Ceiling and Visibility at Schiphol

Ceiling and
Visibility

MODE-S Data Center

Aircraft
Observations

Neural Networks for Bias Correction

Statistical
Modelling

Decision Support Tools

Decision
Support

Localized Aviation MOS Program (LAMP)

Statistical
Modelling

National Blend of Models

Weather
Information
Applications

Icing

FRA

Météo-France

NL

KNMI

USA

NOAA NWS
Meteorological
Development
Laboratory (MDL)

As an example of a long-term plan for aeronautical meteorological
research, the long-term vision for the future of air traffic systems in Japan
is titled the Collaborative Actions for Renovation of Air Traffic Systems or
CARATS (JCAB 2010). Established in 2010, it sets up targets for
increasing safety, increasing efficiency of operations, responding to
environmental issues, addressing capacity, etc. For aeronautical
meteorological development, the objectives are to promote the utilization
of weather forecast information, enhance precision of meteorological
forecasting using data monitored by aircraft, utilization of meteorological
forecast information on an aircraft, etc. The CARATS MET Working Group
is tasked with collaboration between airlines, research institutes,
manufactures, Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB), JMA and other
government organizations. For aeronautical meteorological services,
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CARATS objectives are improved weather observation capabilities,
improved weather forecast capabilities, quantification of the impact of
severe weather on capacity and other aircraft operations and MET
information sharing infrastructure. Research is focused on especially the
development of a high-resolution numerical model and a graphical TAF.
The meteorological part of the CARATS program is mainly implemented
by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).

4.2.2 GOVERNMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES
Some governmental research institutes take active part in aeronautical
meteorological research via government grants, research funding and/or
industry partnerships. These institutions are normally functioning outside
the operational weather forecasting domain and focus on applied research
to specific user needs. The institutions include, but are not limited to the
listing provided in Table 4 below.

USA

Table 4: List of identified projects ongoing at public institutions for aeronautical
meteorological research listed by country, organization and focus area of the
research
Organization

Project Name

Related Focus Area(s)

National Center for
Atmospheric
Research (NCAR),
Research
Applications
Laboratory (RAL),
Aviation
Applications
Programme (AAP)

Advanced Operational
Aviation Weather System
(AOAWS)
Dual Polarization
Advanced Satellite
Aviation Weather
Products (ASAP) Program
Aircraft Ground Deicing

Convective Wind Shear, International
Aviation Weather System, Terminal
Area Weather
Radar Algorithm Development
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine

Alaska Ceiling and
Visibility Analysis (CVAAK) Product
Aviation Digital Data
Service (ADDS)
Aviation Turbulence
Forecasting (GTG and
GTG2)
Brunei LLWAS
Acquisition
Common Support
Services Weather (CSSWx)
Consolidated Storm
Prediction for Aviation
(CoSPA)
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Weather Integration into Decision
Making
Ceiling and Visibility
Convective Weather Aviation, Dissemination
Turbulence
International Aviation Weather System
Dissemination
Convective Weather - Aviation

Diagnose Convectively–
Induced Turbulence
(DCIT)
Doppler Radar-based
Wind Shear Detection
Ensemble Prediction of
Oceanic Convective
Hazards (EPOCH)
Ensemble Weather
Experimental Aviation
Digital Data Service
(ADDS)
Global Weather Hazards
Graphical Turbulence
Guidance Nowcast
(GTGN)
Helicopter Emergency
Medical Services (HEMS)
Tool
High Ice Water Content
(HIWC) Research
In Situ Turbulence
In-Flight Icing Product
Development Team
Joint Airport Weather
Studies Project (JAWS)
Juneau Airport Wind
System (JAWS)
Large Scale Convective
Storm Likelihood
Predictions
Lightning Impacts on
Aviation
Low Level Wind Shear
Alert System (LLWAS)
Mobile Meteorology
(MobileMet)
NASA Icing Remote
Sensing System (NIRSS)
National Ceiling and
Visibility Analysis (NCVA)
NCAR Turbulence
Detection Algorithm
(NTDA)
Nowcasting for ATEC
Ranges
Oceanic Convection and
Nowcasting
Oceanic Convection
Diagnosis and Nowcasting
Probabilistic Storm
Prediction for Aviation
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Turbulence
International Aviation Weather System
Convective Weather Aviation, Oceanic/Remote Weather
Weather Integration into Decision
Making
Dissemination
Dissemination, Oceanic/Remote
Weather
Turbulence
Dissemination
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine
Turbulence
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine
Convective Wind Shear, Terminal Area
Weather
Terminal Area Weather, Terrain–
Induced Wind Shear and Turbulence
Convective Weather - Aviation
Convective Weather - Aviation
Convective Wind Shear, International
Aviation Weather System, Terminal
Area Weather
Dissemination
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and
Engine, Terminal Area Weather
Ceiling and Visibility
Radar Algorithm Development
Convective Weather Aviation, Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) and Data Assimilation
Oceanic/Remote Weather
Oceanic/Remote Weather
Convective Weather - Aviation

Probabilistic Weather
Integration With Air
Traffic Management
Radar Icing Algorithm
(RadIA)
Thunderstorm Auto
Nowcasting
Turbulence
Characterization
UAS Turbulence
Weather Technology in
the Cockpit (WTIC)
Windshear and
Turbulence Warning
Systems
NOAA National
Centers for
Environmental
Prediction (NCEP)
Aviation Weather
Center (AWC) &
Environmental
Modeling Center
(EMC)

NOAA ESRL
Global Systems
Division (GSD)
NOAA Storm
Prediction Center
NOAA NSSL

World Area Forecast
System (WAFS) upgrades
Global Graphical
Turbulence Guidance (GGTG) for world
area forecast systems
(WAFS)
Low level wind shear
guidance and wind
compression in aviation
operations
Derived variables from
total lightning to support
aviation
CDM Convective Forecast
Planning (CCFP)
Guidance
Global Icing Ensemble
Prediction
Clear Air Turbulence
Indices
Neural Networks for Bias
Correction
High-Resolution Rapid
Refresh (HRRR) model
Aviation Forecast
Verification Tool
Convective Nowcasting
Algorithm
Severe weather and
aviation related products
per FAA NextGen
requirements
Evaluating and advancing
dual-pol algorithms
specific to FAA NextGen
requirements
Multi-Radar/MultiSensor System (MRMS)
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Weather Integration into Decision
Making
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and
Engine, Radar Algorithm
Development, Terminal Area Weather
Convective Weather - Aviation
Turbulence
Turbulence
Dissemination
Convective Wind Shear, International
Aviation Weather System, Terminal
Area Weather, Terrain–Induced Wind
Shear and Turbulence
Upper Wind, SigWx
Turbulence

Wind shear

Lightning
Convective Weather - Aviation
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine
Turbulence
Statistical Modelling
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
Forecast Verification
Convective Weather - Aviation
Convective Weather - Aviation

Weather Radar

Weather Radar

CSU Cooperative
Institute for
Research in the
Atmosphere
(CIRA)

Desert Research
Institute (DRI)
US Army
US Air Force
NASA

Turbulence

Simulating Wintertime
Near-Surface Icing
Conditions
Lightning Climatology
Initial Storm
Electrification
Nowcasting Method for
Estimating Probability of
High Ice Water Content
Airport Lightning

Icing - Inflight, Ground, and
Engine, Terminal Area Weather

Wake Vortices
Hybrid Wind Nowcasting
for a Seamless Prediction
of Wind Profiles

Wake Vortice
Wind

Weather Information Applications
Weather Integration into Decision
Making
Weather Information Applications
Satellite Algorithm Development
Satellite Algorithm Development
Satellite Algorithm Development
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine

Lightning
Lightning
Icing - Inflight, Ground, and Engine
Weather Integration into Decision
Making

Japan

Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency
(JAXA)

WAFC Turbulence
Guidance development
Forecast guidance tools
for NWS forecasters
Integrated Support for
Impacted Air Traffic
Environments (INSITE)
Integration of Aviation
Hazards watch and
warning tools
Cloud Cover Layer from
weather satellites
Multispectral satellite
image enhancement
Cold Air Aloft detection
using JPSS satellites
Icing Conditions

DE

German Aerospace
Center (DLR)

It is evident from the table above that the United States has a very strong
input to aeronautical meteorological research and this may be attributed
to the following factors:
1. While aviation weather research has been funded by a number of
sources, the FAA has been a consistent sponsor of aviation weather
research over the past 30 years with specific foci on the greatest
hazards: turbulence, icing, C&V and thunderstorms
2. There is a strong and thriving airline industry willing to buy value
added services from private industry with a solid return on
investment and airlines do not pay for services provided by the
government
3. Due to the geographical extent of the country, air transport is
commonplace and affordable
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4. US National Airspace System is heavily congested especially in the
East Coast and thus vulnerable to weather disruptions
5. US climate is prone to extreme weather from tornadoes to blizzards
6. Research institutions’ compensation and career opportunities
attract the best scientists
7. Federal government continually seeks opportunities to improve
efficiency, reduce cost and improve safety of the National Airspace
System through improved weather analysis and forecast products

4.2.4 UNIVERSITIES
Universities as places of higher education and research are naturally
involved in many research initiatives related to aeronautical meteorology.
However, the funding for many aeronautical meteorological projects is not
freely available for competition as is usually the case for research funding.
Funding is directed at very applied research solutions where the
technology is transferred to the customer or third party. Universities play
a role in this aspect, but play a much bigger role in developing the
underlying scientific understanding of the atmospheric sciences then used
by the applied research institutions. Table 5 provides a simple overview of
some of the projects currently underway at select universities.
Table 5: List of identified projects ongoing at universities for aeronautical meteorological
research listed by country, organization and focus area of the research
University
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Lincoln
Laboratory (LL)

Project Name
Ceiling and Visibility
Forecasting
Consolidated Storm Prediction
for Aviation (CoSPA)

Related Focus Area(s)
Ceiling and Visibility

Corridor Integrated Weather
System (CIWS)
Integrated Terminal Weather
System (ITWS)
NEXRAD Level III products

Weather Information
Applications
Weather Information
Applications
Radar Algorithm
Development
Convective Weather Aviation
Wake Vortex

Terminal Convective Weather
Forecast (TCWF)
Wake Turbulence Mitigation
for Departures (WTMD)
Wind Forecast Algorithm
(WFA)
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Convective Weather Aviation

Crosswind

State University of New York
University of Colorado &
Cooperative Institute for Research
in Environmental Sciences
(CIRES)
University of North Dakota

North Carolina A&T State
University
University of Wisconsin

University of Alabama

University of Oklahoma
Cooperative Institute for
Mesoscale Meteorological Studies
(CIMMS)
Yonsei University

Pukyong National University
University of Innsbruck
National Cheng Kung University

Turbulence aspects of the
Global Aircraft Data Set
(GADS) experiment
Probabilistic HRRR and RAP
forecasts
Weather Impacts on UAS
Operations
Convectively-Induced
Turbulence from Varied
Resolution Full-Physics Models
Weather Impacts on UAS
Operations
Gravity wave breaking

Turbulence

Clear Air Turbulence
Next Generation Satellite
Imagery to Support Aviation
Forecasting
Convective wind forecasting
from C-Band Weather Radar

Turbulence
Satellite meteorology

Weather Radar Research to
support Aviation

Radar Algorithm
Development

Development and verification
of regional and global Korean
Aviation Turbulence Guidance
(KTG) systems
Improving Deterministic TimeLagged Ensemble Forecasts by
Applying Blended Nowcasts
Low-Visibility Conditions with
Tree-Based Statistical Models

Turbulence

Improving upper air nowcasts
with ADS-B data

Aircraft Observations

Numerical Weather
Prediction
Weather Information
Applications
Turbulence
Weather Information
Applications
Turbulence

Radar Algorithm
Development

Nowcasting
Statistical Modelling

4.3 PRIVATE COMPANIES
Private enterprises play a crucial role in aeronautical meteorology as they
bridge the gap between data providers and airspace users, often with years
of in-depth understanding of the business models of various customers.
Table 6 lists some examples of research projects carried out by private
companies to illustrate what projects exist today.
Table 6: List of identified projects ongoing at private companies for aeronautical
meteorological research listed by country, organization and focus area of the
research
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Company

Project Name

I. M. Systems
Group, Inc. (IMSG)

Enterprise Integrated Aviation Weather
System (eIAWS™)

The Weather
Company, an IBM
Business
The MITRE
Corporation

Decision Support Tools for Airlines
Convective Weather Constraint Awareness
Ensemble Forecasting for Strategic Traffic
Flow Management

KOR

USA

McCann Aviation
Weather Research,
Inc.
WxOps, Inc

Hail aloft

Related Focus
Area(s)
Weather Integration
into Decision
Making
Weather Integration
into Decision
Making
Weather Integration
into Decision
Making
Weather Integration
into Decision
Making
Convection

Transported Convective Turbulence in
Long-Haul Aircraft Operations

Convection

AvMet Applications
Inc.

Wind Compression Guidance

Scientific
Computing
Associates, LLC
Green Simulation
Co., Ltd.

Observation intercomparison at airports

Weather Integration
into Decision
Making
Upper air
Wind
LIDAR

FRA

LEOSPHERE

Development of high resolution wind
forecast technique for supporting aviation
forecaster
Measurements of Wind and Turbulence

Comprehensive information on the exact content of research and
applications developed in private companies is hard to find freely and there
is no real incentive to make results public in many cases. Publishing
requires additional work that is not always funded by the awarded
contracts. Some parts of the research may also be deliberately kept secret
to gain a competitive advantage. Information on private companies’
activities is mainly collected from appearances at international
conferences.

4.3.1 AIRLINES
Some airlines employ their own meteorologists while some choose to
contract this out to a company provider and some also engage in product
development. However, all rely on the research advances achieved by the
large national research centres around the globe especially for the most
expensive infrastructure such as the numerical models, weather radars,
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weather satellites and ground observations. Where many meteorologists
add value for airlines is in the decision support function, translating
weather impacts into operational outcome.
Delta employs 25 meteorologists34 and actively collects and
processes observations from its aircrafts. Surface forecasters concentrate
on hub airports while the upper air forecasters focus on the en-route
hazards that could affect the performance of the fleet. Delta has partnered
with the FAA and researchers in the past to improve ground information
affecting hub airports. United is by many measures the largest airline in
the world and employs a team of forecasters in its operations room with 34 forecaster constantly on duty35. American Airlines has a business
arrangement with the Weather Company (an IBM Business) to provide
meteorologists to their operations centre.
Lufthansa has been active in implementing on-board observation
equipment for the meteorological scientific community for 20 years36 and
is also funding innovative services for the avoidance of turbulence areas on
long-haul flights via a real-time datalink to the pilots’ Electronic Flight Bag
(EFB). Air France has been actively engaged in SESAR projects,
performing demonstration flights for TOPMET and TOPLINK projects and
works closely with Paris airports and Météo-France on new solutions.
British Airways works closely with the UK Met Office and has a contract
with The Weather Company. In general, airlines focus on the cost-saving
and safety-enhancing potential of weather events and aim to make this
process better. Airlines really make a difference in providing observations
to the meteorological community37.

4.3.2 WEATHER COMPANIES
Private weather companies, the largest of which is The Weather Company
(an IBM Business), spend a lot of time and energy on research and
development to improve their proprietary information benefiting their
customers. As can be expected, detailed information regarding the
research projects carried out are not available and one can merely
speculate on the contents. In addition to The Weather Company, there
exist commercial providers such as the MeteoGroup and StormGeo, who
34

http://news.delta.com/deltas-25-meteorologists-keep-eyes-skies (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
https://weather.com/news/news/united-airlines-ceo-comments-farmers-almanac (link tested
30 Nov. 17)
36 http://www.lufthansa.com/mediapool/pdf/47/media_1985959147.pdf (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
37 http://www.weatherwise.org/Archives/Back%20Issues/2015/JulyAugust%202015/airlines_full.html (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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develop and operate aeronautical meteorological services. The private
sector in aeronautical meteorological service provision has a key role in the
translation of meteorological information into the operations of airlines
and air traffic control. There is room for much greater scope of publicprivate partnership models for research and development activities subject
to funding mechanism to support such activities. The private sector focuses
much more on developing a comprehensive understanding of the customer
added value generation whereas the public sector is in a unique position to
focus on science and high-performance computing usually beyond the
reach of the private sector.

4.3.4 AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES PROVIDERS
An Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) can be a public or a private
entity carrying out some or all the tasks required to enable air transport.
Air Navigation Services (ANS) include Air Traffic Services (ATS),
Communications, navigation and surveillance systems (CNS),
Aeronautical information services/aeronautical information management
(AIS/AIM) and meteorological service for air navigation (MET). The term
Air Traffic Management (ATM) includes Airspace Management (ASM)
and Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) functions that are the
responsibility of the state. While those NMHSs providing MET services are
considered ANSPs, special attention is given to those entities performing
multiple functions here.
According to a study conducted by EUMETNET, roughly 30% of
MET service providers in Europe are not NMHSs, but the function is
integrated into the local air traffic service provider (Sondij 2015). Many of
these institutions are a part of EUMETNET and take active part in e.g.
SESAR projects carrying out their own research projects, including but not
limited to Belgocontrol, Austro Control, ROMATSA and Croatia Control.
The integrated service providers have the added advantage of
demonstrating and quantifying the added value of meteorological
information to air traffic management, tailoring solutions that improve
common decision-making capabilities, and having economic stability from
air traffic revenues. All the mentioned organisations rely on the
meteorological infrastructure provided by the NMHSs.
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4.3.5 INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
Large global technology companies are gaining interest in branching out to
the aviation sector and they can leverage existing high-capacity
infrastructure previously only available at select NMHSs. Technology
companies carry the required expertise and investment budgets to create
new innovations also in aeronautical meteorology. One such example is
Panasonic, who have previously developed aircraft observation equipment,
but have made an investment to run a global numerical weather model with
the aim of serving the aviation community38.
Jeppesen, Lufthansa Systems (LIDO), Air Routing International,
Universal Weather and Aviation and UAS International Trip Support are
flight planning companies that incorporate weather information into their
systems used by pilots and airlines to plan the flight. Some, such as LIDO,
have advanced meteorological features incorporated, showing severe to
moderate turbulence areas and levels for the pilot to circumnavigate these
hazards. The development of meteorological information in the cockpit is
under growing interest with many meteorological information providers
and systems manufacturers integrating these features.
Schneider Electric is a multinational company specializing in the
energy sector and automatization. It provides forecast and observation
services for airlines and airports globally. DTN has patented algorithms for
turbulence, icing and convection and invests in research and development
of meteorological information39.

4.4 INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
The role of international organisations in air transport is to ensure
common standards and practices to enable safe and efficient flight. There
are various international organisations that represent the interests of the
airlines (IATA), air traffic management (CANSO), airports (ACI) and
meteorological services providers (WMO, EUMETNET).
As described at the beginning of this section, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) sets the global agenda and standards for civil
aviation. The meteorological services to be provided globally are described
mainly in the Annex 3 to the Chicago Convention. Within the European
Union, the regulation in ICAO Annex 3 is transposed to EU legislation by
the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). The WMO coordinates the
https://arstechnica.com/science/2016/04/tv-maker-panasonic-says-it-has-developed-theworlds-best-weather-model/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
39 https://www.dtn.com/products/#weather (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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global cooperation in observations, weather services and research carried
out by its 185 members. The WMO has a separate Aeronautical
Meteorological Programme working closely with ICAO and the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology, which is organized every four
years to set the global agenda.
It should be noted that there is no single international agency tasked
to coordinate aeronautical meteorological research or to ensure sharing of
information and research results. WMO organises an Aeronautical
Meteorology Scientific Conference of which the first was held in 1969 and
the second in 2017. In addition, WMO organises information events, such
as the Technical Conference (TECO-2014) on Aviation Meteorology on 7-8
July 2014 in Montréal, Canada and the European Conference on
Meteorology for Aviation (ECMA-2015) held on 13-14 October 2015 in
Vienna, Austria. The only regular global conference is with the American
Meteorological Society (AMS) who organises the Conference on Aviation,
Range, and Aerospace Meteorology every two years. Yonsei University in
Korea has organised five workshops on aviation meteorology to date40.

4.5 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDISATION
Because of the high operational importance of weather information and the
long history of aviation before the computer era, most aeronautical
meteorological information is still disseminated via alphanumeric codes
and simple black-and-white images. These formats are standardised in the
ICAO Annex 3 and WMO No. 49, Vol II. From the point of view of the
provider of the information, complex atmospheric circumstances currently
present at an airport (METAR), forecast of the weather at the airport in the
next 24 hours (TAF) and any significant weather events (SIGMET) in the
airspace must be compressed into very short and highly rigid code formats.
Information is bound to be lost in the process. From the user’s perspective,
the information must be properly understood and interpreted back to
operational constraints using only the very short piece of code.
International standards are finally evolving to new formats to allow more
information to be carried over to users in a way in which it can be directly
ingested into any system.

40

http://atmosdyn.yonsei.ac.kr/program_2016 (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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4.5.1 SWIM
System Wide Information Management (SWIM) is a technology enabler
that provides the IT standards, infrastructure and governance necessary
for airspace systems to share information, improve interoperability, and
reuse information and services41. It is being implemented in the US via the
NextGen program and in Europe by SESAR Deployment projects. SWIM
information includes among other meteorological information, but is by no
means restricted to it42. Many of the research applications developed today
are connected to SWIM via definition or funding. In many ways,
meteorological information is leading the proliferation of information in
the SWIM environment.

4.5.2 (I)WXXM
The ICAO Meteorological Information Exchange Model (IWXXM) is the
future format replacing the traditional alphanumeric codes in XML/GML
languages. This change will become operational January 2020 and will
ensure that the basic meteorological information will be available in a
SWIM-compliant format. The implementation of IWXXM requires at a
minimum an upgrade to the current message switching system handling
data communications to and from the service provider. The new standard
format will make it easier for any user to extract parts of the weather
information most important to their operations and hence enable new
and innovative products and services.

5 ADVANCES IN DETECTION AND FORECASTING OF
METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA
Atmospheric sciences study the Earth’s atmosphere, its processes and the
effects other systems such as oceans and forests have on the atmosphere.
Meteorology research supports weather forecasting through advances in
understanding atmospheric chemistry and atmospheric physics via
observations and numerical modelling. Aeronautical meteorological
research is a field of applied meteorological research focusing specially on
the impacts of weather on air transport and the specific phenomena that
impact airspace users. The notion extends here also to the core research
41
42

https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/programs/swim/overview/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
http://www.eurocontrol.int/swim (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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into the most important meteorological phenomena, which may be carried
out under entirely different premises initially, but have an application for
aeronautical meteorology. The purpose of this section is to present to the
reader the current state of the art of the research areas in question and to
function as an overview of current activity. The section includes the
analysis and forecasting of the phenomena in question as these two are
often closely interlinked and it can prove difficult to develop forecasting
capabilities for phenomena without a well-documented physical process.
Nowcasting is the accurate depiction of the current atmospheric
conditions and an extrapolation to the near future in the first 6-hour
timeframe to support those customers that need information for decision
support in the near future (Mass 2012). This applies specifically well to
aviation where the onset or cessation of e.g. fog or thunderstorm events is
of crucial importance. Nowcasting methods can generally be divided into
radar-based extrapolation, model-based and knowledge-based systems
(Wilson et al. 2010). Recent developments on radar-based nowcasting
methods titled the Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere
(CASA) are presented by Ruzanski et al. (2011). Radar-based nowcasting
systems generally fall under area-based, object-based, statistical and
probabilistic approaches and tend to perform well in the first two hours of
the forecast.

5.1 TURBULENCE
Turbulence is defined by Encyclopædia Britannica43 as: small-scale,
irregular air motions characterized by winds that vary in speed and
direction caused by thermal, orographic and dynamical sources acting
separately or in combination44 to form e.g. clear air turbulence (CAT),
mountain-wave turbulence (MWT) low-level turbulence (LLT) and
convectively induced turbulence (CIT) (See Figure 11). An overview of the
processes, detection and prediction of turbulence for aviation is presented
by Sharman and Lane (2016) in their book entitled Aviation Turbulence.

https://www.britannica.com/science/atmospheric-turbulence (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
http://oiswww.eumetsat.org/WEBOPS/iotm/iotm/20091109_turbulence/turbulence.pdf (link
tested 30 Nov. 17)
43

44
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Figure 11: Schematic of convective and mountain wave turbulence with associated altitude
changes experienced by an aircraft in the vertical motion or air, source:
http://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/weather/how-worried-should-air-travelersabout-turbulance/9BwPT5vE5i0w1uboEi51eN/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

The significance of turbulence to the operation of an aircraft is determined
by the size, wing span, weight and speed of motion of the aircraft. The
intensity is typically classified using a three-tier system for light, moderate
or severe turbulence. Intensity is classified according to observed changes
in accelerometer reading, maximum derived equivalent vertical gust or the
Eddy Dissipation Rate (EDR). The cube root of EDR has been recognised
as the standard for reporting (and forecasting) turbulence in the ICAO
Annex 3 Meteorological Service for International Air Navigation (ICAO
2016b). EDR cube root peak values below 0.1m2/3s-1 amount to nil
turbulence, 0.1 to 0.4 correspond to light turbulence, 0.4 to 0.7 for
moderate turbulence and values over 0.7 to severe turbulence. The in-situ
estimates of EDR are available from some airlines (Sharman et al. 2014)
and spectral width estimates are available from ground and onboard
weather radars. The prediction of EDR is discussed in the two articles by
Pearson and Sharman (2017) and Sharman and Pearson (2017), including
the forecasting of non-convective turbulence and nowcasting convective
and non-convective turbulence. The specific Graphical Turbulence
Guidance (GTG) product is described by Sharman et al. (2006) and
evaluated over East Asia by Kim et al. (2011) showing good skill in
identifying turbulence areas. This product is now under development to be
used by the World Area Forecast Centers (WAFCs) as the global
turbulence guidance product.
Research by Gill (2014) presents verification results of the global
turbulence guidance issued by the WAFCs and an ensemble-based method
to improve those results (Gill and Buchanan 2014). The study by Kim et al.
(2014) looks at severe turbulence experienced in the cirrus anvils of banded
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convection associated with an oceanic cyclone. Cirrus banding and
turbulence near a convectively enhanced upper-level jet stream
mechanism are explored further by Trier and Sharman (2016). The
climatology of EDR measurements from some 200 commercial aircraft
from 2013 onwards mostly at cruise level altitudes is discussed by Sharman
et al. (2014). A real-time diagnosis of turbulence associated with
thunderstorms using weather radar, satellite, lightning detection, and
numerical weather prediction models is presented by Williams (2014). The
Diagnose Convectively-Induced Turbulence (DCIT)45 and NEXRAD
Turbulence Detection Algorithm (NTDA)46 also provide real and near-real
time turbulence guidance for airspace users. An illustration of the trade-off
between flight time and fuel used to turbulence avoidance manoeuvres in
a combined wind and turbulence prediction system is given by Kim et al.
(2015). Another paper by Kim et al. (2016) explores how teleconnection
between weather patterns, as represented by the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), can be used for long-haul strategic planning by taking into
consideration wind optimal routes and turbulence potential for
transatlantic flights along the great circle route. A study from Korea by Kim
and Chun (2016) evaluates the Korean Aviation Turbulence Guidance
(KTG) using aircraft observations represented by the derived equivalent
vertical gust velocity.
Growing interest in the impact of climate change to air navigation
has resulted in a number of studies quantifying changes in the general
circulation pattern and related effects to specific phenomena. For
turbulence, the study by Williams and Joshi (2013) concludes that the
frequency of clear air turbulence will increase significantly in the next 50
years due to the strengthening of jet stream velocities. The strength of the
turbulence will also increase within the transatlantic flight corridor leading
to potential increases in flight duration and fuel consumption. A further
study by Williams (2017) estimates changes in the different severity
categories of wintertime clear air turbulence on the transatlantic routes,
concluding that especially future severe turbulence cases are seen to
increase with increases in all categories from light to severe due to climate
change.

https://ral.ucar.edu/projects/diagnose-convectively%E2%80%93induced-turbulence-dcit (link
tested 30 Nov. 17)
46 https://ral.ucar.edu/projects/ncar-turbulence-detection-algorithm-ntda (link tested 30 Nov.
17)
45
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5.2 IN-CLOUD ICING
Icing while airborne is a potentially dangerous scenario as this has a
multitude of effects for the airworthiness of the aircraft. Icing has a
cumulative effect, decreasing thrust, decreasing lift, increasing weight and
increasing drag as the ice builds up on the surfaces. There are clear, mixed,
induction and rime icing observed at aircraft, of which rime icing is the
most typical form of icing encountered by pilots and clear ice the second
most typical (See Figure 12). Icing is not caused by ice in the clouds, but
supercooled liquid water droplets that strike the leading edge of an airfoil
and freeze on impact. The mechanism for the formation of conditions
favourable to icing begins with water in liquid form cooled rapidly typically
by lifting and condensation. The lack of activated ice nuclei enables the
droplets to remain in liquid form. Liquid Water Content (LWC) may be
used as a proxy for determining the conditions favourable to icing, but is
typically only useful in stratiform clouds. Icing typically occurs in
temperatures between -8° and -12°C ranging from 0° to -20°C. Icing can
be caused by descent of an aircraft from sustained flight in below freezing
air to warm air through a cloud. Icing patterns change with droplet size,
but in relation to icing hazards droplet size is not as important as LWC and
temperature. Rime icing forms in the stagnant air at the leading edge of the
airfoil and is typically easier for de-icing equipment to remove.

Figure 12

Different types of ice accumulation on an aircraft wing based on the
depiction found in Fig. 9-5 of Air Command Weather Manual, source:
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/publications/tp12775-training1652.htm (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Clear icing grows larger in the eddies of the leading edge of the airfoil to
form peaks and thus a larger impact on the airflow around the airfoil. In
stratiform clouds, cloud droplets are small and rime and mixed icing the
most common with maximum values in the upper part of the cloud and a
large horizontal extent. In cumuliform clouds, cloud droplet sizes are
bigger, icing is found in the updraft portion of the cloud, heavy rime most
frequently in cloud tops, clear icing in building Cu clouds and rime in fully
developed Cb clouds with a relatively small horizontal extent. This
generalisation does not cover the mixed-phase clouds of all types that may
harbour sufficient amounts of supercooled water.
Research into icing has been conducted using a research aircraft as
documented in Sand et al. (1984) observing the features discussed earlier.
Field projects, such as the Winter Icing and Storms Project (WISP) by
Rasmussen et al. (1992) have provided further insights into the processes
leading to the formation and depletion of supercooled liquid water using a
number of observation methods in Colorado, USA. An accident involving
an ATR72 near Roselawn, USA in the presence of supercooled cloud
droplets is reported by Marwitz et al. (1997). Studies have since been
carried out in Europe as presented by Amendola and Mingione (2001). One
of the first documented numerical approaches is discussed in Schultz and
Politovich (1992) for an automated process for icing forecasting using the
manual forecaster aids as a first step. The shape of ice formation on airfoil
and the effect on drag is presented in Shin and Berkowitz (1994). This study
is further expanded for the case of helicopters operating in VMC conditions
considering especially areas below stratus clouds by Fuchs and Schickel
(1995). The paper by Bernstein et al. (1997) presents a statistical analysis
of the observed icing in connection to airmass origin, location relative to
fronts, troughs and low-pressure centres, precipitation type, cloud cover,
lightning/thunder, fog, radar reflectivity and synoptic-scale forcing
mechanisms. The most likely locations for icing over the US are further
explored by Bernstein et al. (1998). Parameters important for in-flight
monitoring and methods for detection of ice accretion is presented by
Melody et al. (2000). A review, correlation, and assessment of test results
available in the public domain which address the aerodynamic
performance and control degradations caused by various types of ice
accretions on the lifting surfaces of fixed wing aircraft are presented by
Lynch and Khodadoust (2001). A method currently in operational use for
the diagnosis of icing conditions in the US, the Current Icing Potential
(CIP), is presented in the seminal paper by Bernstein et al. (2005) and an
extension for volumetric coverage over surrounding an airport by Serke et
al. (2016). The Forecasted Icing Potential (FIP) provides a guidance
product for future icing conditions and is discussed by Wolff et al. (2009).
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One neural network approach to forecasting icing intensity is presented by
McCann (2005) showing the potential of this approach. The
comprehensive climatology of icing conditions aloft is presented in two
papers by Bernstein and Le Bot (2009) and Bernstein et al. (2007) for the
US and the rest of the world using surface observations.

5.3 CEILING AND VISIBILITY
The term “ceiling and visibility” is a frequently used expression in aviation
to describe the vertical and horizontal line of sight at an airport and more
specifically the height of the lowest cloud base with BKN/OVC coverage of
the sky (ceiling) as shown in Figure 13 and the greatest safe distance at
which a black object of suitable dimensions, situated near the ground, can
be seen and recognised when observed against a bright background
(visibility). These two parameters are reported and often forecasted
separately, but they are connected by nature in phenomena such as fog,
which impairs both ceiling and visibility. Meteorological conditions with
reduced ceiling and visibility also include snowstorms, heavy precipitation
and stratus clouds to mention a few. Since airport operations and aircraft
have operating minima for ceiling and visibility given by international and
national regulation, there is considerable interest in the observation and
forecast of both parameters. The observation of cloud ceiling in a modern
AWOS is usually achieved with the ceilometer using laser technology. The
visibility is reported in both the traditional visibility reading and the
Runway Visual Range (RVR) on three locations of a runway, providing
estimates on the distance a pilot can see down a runway when touching
down and taking off.
The notion of predicting ceiling and visibility with statistical
methods is discussed early on by Allen (1969), depicting a way forward
using central computing methods to give guidance to forecasters. There
was growing interest at the time in exploring statistical methods to improve
guidance given to forecasters and the Model Output Statistics (MOS)
methods were introduced by Glahn and Lowry (1972). These methods were
applied for aviation purposes and especially ceiling and visibility early on
by Bocchieri et al. (1973 and 1974). An analysis to the various causes of low
ceiling and visibility and the identification of the most affected US airports
is provided by Clark (1995). A paper by Vislocky and Fritsch (1997)
explores the methods for probabilistic nowcasts of ceiling and visibility and
identifies an observations-based, MOS-based and persistence
(climatology) –based method concluding that the observations-based
system outperforms the other in the very near term (1-3h). An observation58

based statistical probabilistic system for ceiling and visibility is further
discussed in the study by Leyton and Fritsch (2003) and specifically for the
New York area in Leyton and Fritsch (2004).

Figure 13: Illustration of a ceiling height, the base height of lowest broken (BKN) or overcast
(OVC) layer or vertical visibility into surface-based obscuration. Source
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/oceans/wx_obs/media/graphics/flickr_ceilings_keepi
tsurreal.jpg (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Performance of numerical models and the importance of data assimilation
are explored by Stoelinga and Warner (1999). An operational combination
product using satellite, ground observation and numerical model guidance
information to output a ceiling and visibility is the FAA’s National Ceiling
and Visibility (NCV) product presented by Herzegh (2006) and Herzegh et
al. (2004). The development of specific ceiling and visibility forecast
methods for the heavily congested Northeast US airspace is discussed by
Clark (2006). An analogue fuzzy logic method for ceiling and visibility at
Canadian airports is discussed in Hansen (2007) and a more recent study
in Europe by Tuba and Bottyán (2017). A further statistical method
showing improvements over MOS and logistic regression using neural
networks is presented by Marzban et al. (2007). A local ensemble
prediction system for ceiling and visibility at Paris-Charles de Gaulle
airport for different fog types is presented by Roquelaure et al. (2009). The
statistical method of Bayesian model averaging is applied to ceiling and
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visibility forecasting to produce probability density functions by
Chmielecki and Raftery (2011). More recently, major efforts have been
made to statistically combine (meld) visibility forecasts from MOS and
numerical weather model methods providing good outcomes as
documented by Glahn et al. (2015 and 2017). A similar data fusion of
surface, satellite and terrain information to produce a graphical analysis of
ceiling and visibility currently operational is presented by Herzegh et al.
(2015) and a method to statistically determine cloud base height from
satellite observations is described by Miller et al. (2014).
Fog is an extreme case of poor ceiling and visibility, often forcing
closures of runways and diversion of aircraft to other airports. Fog
forecasting is often the key challenge for an aviation weather forecaster,
often more difficult to nowcast than convection due to the difficulties in
correctly representing the topography and microphysical processes with
adequate resolution in numerical models. Concentrating only on the most
recent research on fog, a one-dimensional forecast method for radiation
fogs and low-level stratiform clouds is presented by Bott and Trautmann
(2002) and for Spanish airports by Terradellas and Cano (2007). Research
at the Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport (CDG) by Bergot (2007) concludes
that detailed 1-D models, including detailed physical parameterizations
and high vertical resolution, can reasonably represent the major features
of the lifecycle of fog (onset, development and dissipation) up to +6 h. The
one-dimensional model is extended into the local ensemble prediction
system for fog and low-cloud forecasting at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport
(CDG) and represented in the papers by Roquelaure and Bergot (2009)
and Roquelaure et al. (2009). A dedicated field campaign at CDG to explore
the physical processes of fog is presented by Haeffelin et al. (2010) covering
more than 100 fog situations at the airport and a quantification of the
meteorological conditions favourable to radiative fog formation by Menut
et al. (2013) from the same campaign. Scenarios for the formation,
development, and dissipation phases of stratus fog events near Paris,
France are discussed by Dupont et al. (2012). Large Eddy Simulations of
2m horizontal and 1m vertical resolution and the small-scale structure of
radiation fog is discussed in the paper by Bergot (2013) and the effect of
urban canopy by Bergot et al. (2015). The significance of vertical resolution
using the AROME model for CDG fog forecasting is discussed by Philip et
al. (2016).
A review paper by Gultepe et al. (2007) summarizes achievements
up to 2007 in understanding fog formation, observations and forecasting
and the papers by Koračin et al. (2014) and Gultepe et al. (2017) provide a
review of marine fog. The use of high-resolution model in the United
Kingdom to better represent fog using a 1 km horizontal resolution is
presented by Tang et al. (2009). The challenges of fog forecasting in frost
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conditions is the focus of the paper by van der Velde et al. (2010), further
re-iterating the requirement of high resolution in numerical models in
order to be able to accurately depict fog conditions. A diagnostic multivariable fog-forecasting method with case studies for eastern China is
presented by Zhou and Du (2010) using an ensemble approach. Fog and
visibility nowcasting methods have been developed for several airports
using various methods such as neural networks, decision-trees, etc. A few
recent examples include research by Dutta and Chaudhuri (2015), Gultepe
et al. (2014) and Pasini et al. (2001).

5.4 CONVECTIVE WEATHER

Figure 14: Convection and associated thermodynamic processes represented by convective
parameterizations in numerical weather models, source:
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/bom/mprecip_clouds/print.php (link tested 30
Nov. 17)

As has been discussed in previous chapters, convective weather causes
many issues for air transport due to the large vertical and horizontal area
where aircraft cannot fly and airports must restrict capacity (See Figure
14). There is a wealth of research into convective weather, a search in Web
of Science database for the word “convection” within the meteorology and
atmospheric sciences category yields 14 300 research articles. Since
convection is such an important constraint to airspace capacity in the US,
many different observation, analysis and forecast methods have been
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developed and identified. Those sources with the most relevance for
aviation presenting the methods and forecasting techniques currently in
use are presented here. For convection, probabilistic model-based
forecasts have been reported to outperform probabilistic radar-based
approaches after 2.25-3.5h. These methods are presented by Kober et al.
(2012), Scheufele et al. (2014), Sun et al. (2014) and Wilson et al. (1998).
Tornadoes are naturally avoided by aircraft as they already stay
clear of the cumulonimbus clouds generating these funnel clouds. Airports
do not have the luxury of avoiding tornadoes and can be hit as was the case
in e.g. Lambert-St. Louis International Airport on 22 April 2011 and an EF4
tornado. An overview of tornado forecasting leading up to 1993 is given in
the book by Doswell et al. (1993), a more recent one by Bradford (2000)
and a recent overview for the British Isles by Knightley (2016). Tropical
storms are synoptic scale convective systems and as such produce similar
impact to air transport as mesoscale or local thunderstorms, i.e.
turbulence, icing, lightning strike risk, hail, wind shear and high winds.

5.4.1 SHORT-TERM PREDICTION OF CONVECTION
There are algorithms that nowcast convection using tracking and advection
(like TITAN and CIWS, also called extrapolation), there are nowcast
systems that try to nowcast convection initiation (Autonowcaster
developed at NCAR), there are high-resolution NWP models with
advanced data assimilation used to prediction 2-12 hours and there are
systems that combine extrapolation and NWP forecasts such as the CoSPA
system.
A radar-based methodology for the real-time automated
identification, tracking and short-term forecasting of thunderstorms called
TITAN is presented by Dixon and Wiener (1993) with results of the
operational evaluation of the method. TITAN is used to estimate the
performance of WRF for tropical convection by Caine et al. (2013). The
building blocks for the forecasted warnings of convective events are laid
out by Stensrud et al. (2009) and the progress and challenges related to
three-dimensional data assimilation and ensemble forecasts in Stensrud et
al. (2013). A specific forecast system for convection in aviation, called the
consolidated storm prediction for aviation (CoSPA) has been developed in
the US since 2006 to consolidate forecast products in a cooperative effort
between MIT Lincoln Laboratory, NCAR and NOAA ESRL Global Systems
Division. CoSPA is described in articles by Pinto et al. (2010) and Wolfson
et al. (2008). The specific issue of convection initialisation in the 0-12h
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timeframe is explored by Burghardt et al. (2014) with a high-resolution
(429 m) model.
The resolution of convection in mesoscale numerical weather
models and the effect of grid size is discussed by Weisman et al. (1997),
concluding that a grid size of around 4 km is sufficient to represent the
convective features. Vertically integrated liquid water (VIL) has been
established as the main proxy for convection in aviation weather
forecasting and the rationale is presented in Crowe and Miller (1999). The
use of VIL for an experimental airport-specific aviation convective weather
forecast product at Dallas Fort Worth airport developed by MIT Lincoln
Laboratory is discussed by Hallowell et al. (1999). The verification of
precipitation patterns of the WRF model for convective systems is
discussed by Davis et al. (2006) and the skill of a French mesoscale model
ALADIN is discussed by De Troch et al. (2013). The skill of the HRRR
model to forecast mesoscale convective systems is evaluated against radarretrieved vertically integrated liquid by Pinto et al. (2015), showing
increasing skill in recent model version changes.

5.4.2 LIGHTNING RISK
Lightning climatologies have been compiled for decades to better
understand the areas most prone to lightning to develop mitigation
methods and better forecast these incidents. The study by Clodman and
Chisholm (1996) focused on cloud-to-ground lightning in the Great Lakes
region, Hodanish et al. (1997) present a 10-year climatology for Florida and
Bentley and Stallins (2005) present a 12-year climatology for Georgia. A
similar climatology for Romania is presented by Antonescu and Burcea
(2010), for Estonia by Enno (2011), for South-West Indian Ocean by
Bovalo et al. (2012) and for the Nordic Lightning Information System
(NORDLIS) by Mäkelä et al. (2014). Satellite-derived climatologies have
also been compiled for a global coverage of lightning intensity, identifying
areas in Africa and India as the hotspots for annual lightning activity as
presented in Cecil et al. (2014).
Research by Gremillion and Orville (1999) focuses on the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida to identify lightning initiation from weather radar
signatures, concluding that median lag time for thunderstorm warning was
observed at 7.5 minutes. The electrification process, regional variations in
lightning patterns and the role of aerosols are discussed by Sherwood et al.
(2006) with the finding that small diameter ice crystals at cumulonimbus
cloud tops is associated with climatological maxima of lightning activity.
Storm electrification is generally accepted to be associated with areas of
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strong updraft and the resulting non-inductive charging process. Strong
evidence for the flux hypothesis which states that total lightning frequency
is roughly proportional to the product of the downward mass flux of solid
precipitation (graupel) and the upward mass flux of ice crystals is
presented in the paper by Deierling et al. (2008).
Methods for forecasting lightning can be associated either with
implementing a storm electrification model or by proxy using the flux
hypothesis described above since these processes are not represented in
general numerical weather prediction models. The flux hypothesis is
demonstrated to perform well using model fields of vertically integrated
hydrometeors and upwards fluxes of precipitating ice hydrometeors in the
mixed-phase region at the -15°C level in the study by McCaul et al. (2009).
This method was since implemented into operational runs of the WRF
model. Later modifications to the algorithm to accommodate cold season
lightning and heavy convection areas are outlined by McCaul et al. (2012)
and Lynn et al. (2012). The BoltAlert® system47 processes radar,
temperature, and lightning data to derive statistically calibrated lightning
probability and lightning safety guidance for specifiable locations.

5.5 WIND
Wind fields used by airspace users are generated using numerical weather
prediction models. For global default datasets used by most flight planning
companies, these wind fields are generated by the Washington and London
WAFCs, located at the Aviation Weather Center in Kansas City, USA and
the UK Met Office in Exeter, UK, respectively. The upper air winds forecast
methods in use at the UK Met Office are discussed by Rickard et al. (2001)
and the characteristics of the Global Forecast System (GFS) are given in
the previous chapters. Many aeronautical meteorological service providers
running regional models provide upper air wind information to local users
via dedicated products, but global air navigation relies on the WAFC data.
WAFC charts shall be disseminated to users, is mandatory in the ICAO
Annex 3 and in future EU regulations. The advantage of using a single
authoritative source for wind information is to avoid conflicting
information between various airspace users potentially resulting in
discrepancies in flight plans. For low-level winds, the regional models and
local effects become important and are provided by the local models.
WAFCs follow the ICAO ASBU development cycle and roadmap.

47

https://ral.ucar.edu/solutions/products/lightning-potential-boltalert (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of wake vortices emanating from aircraft wingtips.
Source: https://www.skybrary.aero/images/thumb/Wake.jpg/400px-Wake.jpg (link
tested 30 Nov. 17)

Strong and gusty winds can cause serious issues for aviation as has been
discussed earlier. The notion that a single observation represents the wind
field at an airport is discussed by Wieringa (1980). This notion seems
incorrect especially for large airports in regions with complex terrain or
some other surface heterogeneity. Low level wind shear is a big problem in
those parts of the world that often experience low-level jets. This can cause
aircraft performance issues and also make dealing with arrival air traffic
tricky due to compression effects. Specific forecast methods have been
introduced to mitigate the risk of low level wind shear, most notably the
Low-Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS) documented by Goff
(1980) and developed at NCAR48 since the 1970s, commercialised by
equipment manufacturers (Adamson 1990) and tailored to specific
locations such as Juneau airport in Alaska49. An example of the dangers of
wind shear during approach and the meteorological conditions leading to
the scenario are presented for Hobart Airport in Tasmania, Australia by
Mills and Pendlebury (2003).
Wake Vortex turbulence is defined as turbulence which is generated
by the passage of an aircraft in flight50. Potentially hazardous turbulence in
the wake of an aircraft in flight is principally caused by wing tip vortices
(See Figure 15). This type of turbulence is significant because wing tip
vortices decay quite slowly and can produce a significant rotational
influence on an aircraft encountering them for several minutes after they
have been generated. The most apparent risk of encountering wake
https://ral.ucar.edu/projects/low-level-wind-shear-alert-system-llwas (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
https://ral.ucar.edu/projects/juneau-airport-wind-system-jaws (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
50 https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Wake_Vortex_Turbulence (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
48
49
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vortices is during low separation between aircraft during departure and
especially at landing to an airport. Wake vortex encounters can lead to
serious safety risks and have led to aircraft crashes. Therefore, mechanisms
have been put in place to identify conditions favourable for the generation
of wake vortices and systems to mitigate their impacts. One such wake
vortex warning system including a glide-path extension for Frankfurt
airport in Germany is presented by Gerz et al. (2009) and Konopka and
Fischer (2005). Every 10 minutes the system delivers minimum safe
aircraft separation times for the next hour, which are translated into
operational modes for runways aiming at tactically improving capacity to
reduce delays. Research by Kwong et al. (2008) uses data collected from
LIDAR observations at Hong Kong airport to forecast wind velocities and
wind shear. The frequency of wake vortex encounters is considered for
upper levels in a study by Schumann and Sharman (2014) and the risk is
demonstrated to be associated mostly with medium-size aircraft on
parallel routes during descent.
A fairly elaborate statistical wind forecast for Reus airport, Spain, is
presented by Traveria et al. (2010). A comparative approach using seven
different approaches of post-processing wind speed forecasts is presented
by Sweeney et al. (2013) resulting in a method providing improvements
over the used operational methods. A high-wind incident over Europe is
discussed by de Villiers and White (2014) using the WRF model. The
questions around crosswind and lower level winds at airports can only be
resolved with very fine scale numerical models as presented in e.g. Keller
et al. (2015) for Denver International Airport involving an aircraft
excursion from the runway due to high crosswinds not detected by the
operational forecast model.
Changes in wind fields on the Northern Hemisphere for crossAtlantic routes at cruising altitudes brought on by climate change are
presented in the study by Williams (2016). The study finds that Eastbound
flight times decrease while Westbound flight times increase with the total
round trip flight time increasing and resulting in overall increase in flight
times and fuel consumption.

5.6 SNOWSTORMS AND WINTER WEATHER
Winter is perhaps the second most challenging season apart from the
convective season in many areas. Some airports will see both severe
convection and heavy snowfall during a year. The impacts of winter
weather are different and affect ground operations at airport level mostly
and can be mitigated by ensuring the right equipment and personnel are in
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place to deal with the snow. Forecasting winter weather is also somewhat
easier as the weather patterns are often associated with frontal systems and
low pressures, both of which are forecast with good skill by numerical
models. The most challenging aspects of winter weather forecasting are to
correctly forecast ceiling & visibility, icing, onset and cessation of snowfall,
precipitation phase and shallow convection at edges of water causing
cloud-to-ground or induced lightning. Some of these events are rare,
difficult to observe and difficult to forecast, such as freezing drizzle or
triggered lightning. Many of the improvements in accurately forecasting
these parameters are associated with improved microphysical schemes in
the high-resolution numerical models employed for forecasting. Other
methods include statistical and other post-processing methods to calculate
the parameters from the model output fields. Since ceiling & visibility and
icing have been discussed earlier, this chapter will discuss snowstorms,
precipitation phase and lightning phenomena in the cold season.

5.6.1 SNOWSTORMS
In a snowstorm, heavy snowfall can lead to reduced visibility and
accumulation of snow on the ground causing issues with runway friction
and ground operations. The overall damage associated with snowstorms in
the US is estimated to have been $21.4 billion in the 1949-2001 timeframe
with most frequency in the Northeast (Changnon and Changnon 2005) and
an increasing trend in the suffered losses as a consequence of these events.
Several severe snowstorms have been researched in detail, such as
presented in the papers by Bosart (1981), Browning (1983), Lackmann
(2001), Sanders and Bosart (1985) and Zhang et al. (2002). Many of the
studies of snowstorms also assess the skill of models available at the time
to capture these events. A study by Liao and Zhang (2013) discusses the
synoptic scale forcing at play during a major snowstorm in southern China.
Modern numerical weather prediction models have in general good skill in
forecasting heavy snowfall with the specific exception of convective events,
such as lake-effect snow and orographic effects. A database created by
NASA has collected snowstorm information into a searchable resource and
contains a wealth of information highlighting the nature of snowstorms as
presented in the climatological study by Kuo et al. (2016). Most recent
advances in understanding snowstorms include e.g. the use of research
aircraft and airborne cloud radars such as the HIAPER cloud radar used to
study a snowstorm over Boston presented in a paper by Rauber et al.
(2017).
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Lake-effect snow is a phenomenon leading to heavy snowfall
accumulations when cold air flows over a warmer body of water. The colder
air causes water to evaporate into the air and warm it and this warmer air
rises and cools as it moves with the flow. As the rising moist air is cooling,
it condenses into cloud droplets generating snowfall downstream from the
body of water. The phenomenon is called lake-effect, since it is
encountered often in the Great Lakes region of the US regularly causing
accumulations of over 30cm in 24 hours. However, the same effect can be
observed wherever cold air flows over a warmer body of water and is often
encountered in coastal areas in high latitudes. Due to the high impact, low
probability nature of this event, a great number of researchers have
addressed this issue. The paper by Steenburgh and Onton (2001) goes to
great detail in dissecting a lake-effect event on 7 December 1998 in Great
Salt Lake. The results of a lake-effect convection experiment using a wealth
of observation methods is presented in the paper by Schroeder et al.
(2006). The role of orography in lake-effect snow is explored by Alcott and
Steenburgh (2013). While the main emphasis of published research on
lake-effect snow is in the United States, many studies are available for
Europe and Asia, such as the research carried out by Umek and Gohm
(2016) for Lake Constance located between Austria, Germany and
Switzerland. Lake-effect snow is captured by modern cloud resolving highresolution numerical models reasonably well, but is more difficult to
represent in global numerical weather models due to coarse grid resolution
and associated parameterisations.

5.6.2 PRECIPITATION PHASE
Humidity present in warm rising air condenses over cloud nuclei upon
encountering adiabatic cooling or colder air in the vertical motion field.
Depending on the thermodynamical forces present, the path of the
hydrometeor can take many forms. In the upper regions of the cloud the
droplets freeze and form ice crystals, within the cloud where more moisture
is present the hydrometeors are typically a mix of ice and snow in the cocalled Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen (or cold-rain) process.
Depending on the temperature profile of the atmosphere, in the
lower parts of the cloud the hydrometeors can fall into the ground in many
forms. Precipitation can be e.g. ice pellets, snow, graupel, hail, snow, sleet
(mixture of rain and snow) or water. If the surface on which the
hydrometeors land on is below freezing, the supercooled water droplets
can freeze on impact creating a layer of ice on the surface. Freezing rain,
freezing drizzle or freezing fog can form via the cold-rain or warm-rain
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process or the deposition from water vapour to ice depending on the
atmospheric conditions and the droplet size (See Figures 16 & 17). The
main factor that determines the observed precipitation phase is the
temperature profile, which in turn is a result of multiple factors such as
frontal systems or advection. Freezing rain can turn runways into ice
skating rinks when large amounts of water freeze in impact to form a sheet
of clear ice on top of surfaces.

Figure 16: Winter precipitation types, source: http://www.weather.gov/grb/typesofwinterwx
(link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Freezing precipitation in winter storms is the topic of a paper by Stewart
and King (1987), depicting the typical structures and synoptic situation
encountered during freezing precipitation events. Huffman and Norman
(1988) describe the supercooled warm rain process of freezing rain and
discusses the main predictors. The weather radar signature of a freezing
rain event suggests a detectable pattern that can be used in nowcasting of
the phenomena as proposed by Prater and Borho (1992). Further studies
by Zerr (1997) present observational and theoretical aspects of freezing
rain and provide some guidance for forecasting methods. An overview of
freezing precipitation conditions in Europe including a climatological
review is provided by Carriere et al. (2000). Three papers by Rauber et al.
(2000, 2001a and 2001b) explore warm rain and melting processes in
freezing precipitation, climatology of freezing precipitation based on
sounding and synoptic analysis and a test of the Czys method. The study by
Coleman and Marwitz (2002) explores a particular case in great detail.
Rasmussen et al. (2002) studies freezing drizzle formation, Robbins and
Cortinas (2002) look at the local and synoptic freezing rain environments,
Changnon (2003) studies the effect of the urban heat island concluding
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that it reduces freezing-rain occurrences by 10-30% in the mid-latitudes,
Jeck (2011) presents a detailed study of the characteristics of the associated
low-ceiling, stratiform clouds in freezing-rain cases and Deng et al. (2012)
focuses on freezing rain over Guizhou, China. A method using quasivertical profiles from a C-band weather radar in Vienna, Austria to detect
and nowcast freezing rain is presented in a study by Kaltenboeck (2016).

Figure 17: Freezing rain falls when snowflakes melt completely before reaching the surface,
and refreeze upon contact with anything that is at or below 0°C, source:
http://www.weather.gov/grb/typesofwinterwx (link tested 30 Nov. 17)

Several forecasting algorithms have been developed to forecast freezing
precipitation. One of the first was developed by Ramer (1993) and it
determines precipitation type using vertical profiles of pressure,
temperature, relative humidity and wet-bulb temperature. The initial
phase of precipitation is determined based on the wet-bulb temperature of
the highest saturated level, which is assumed to be the precipitation
generation zone. Ramer's algorithm determines a fraction of ice (I) at the
ground using an empirically-derived relationship based on 2084
soundings from a variety of cool-season precipitation events. Another
method developed by Baldwin et al. (1994) determines precipitation type
from an observed vertical sounding. Warm and cold layers aloft are
identified by calculating areas bounded by the 0ºC isotherm and the
sounding wet-bulb temperature (Tw). Warm and cold areas are calculated
individually and are used in combination with surface temperature to
identify precipitation type. The precipitation type diagnosis depends on the
surface temperature, the coldest temperature in a saturated layer, and the
magnitude of areas bounded by the sounding Tw curve and certain
temperature thresholds. The method by Czys et al. (1996) depends on the
ratio of the time that a sphere of ice resides in a warm layer (based on an
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empirically-derived particle size and terminal fall velocity and the average
depth pressure and Tw of that layer) to the time it takes to achieve complete
melting. The algorithm developed by Bourgouin (2000) determines if there
is sufficient energy to melt or freeze hydrometeors. Positive and negative
areas in the model sounding are computed, bounded by the 0ºC isotherm
and the environmental temperature curve > 0ºC and < 0ºC, respectively.
The precipitation type (snow, freezing rain, ice pellets, or rain) is
determined by the magnitude of the positive and negative areas. A simple
method applied for Japan is presented by Matsushita and Nishio (2008).

5.6.3 THUNDERSNOW, TRIGGERED LIGHTNING AND COLD-SEASON
LIGHTNING STRIKES

The phenomenon of lightning during a snowstorm is sometimes referred
to as a thundersnow event and an overview is given by Schultz and Vavrek
(2009). In an earlier study by Schultz (1999) the relationship of lake-effect
snow and lightning was explored. As noted by Crowe et al. (2006),
thundersnow events are often accompanied by very heavy snowfall
accumulation on the ground. An overall climatology over the US over a 30year period is provided by Market et al. (2002) noting a peak of detection
in March and an overall tendency of thundersnow to be associated with a
transient mid-latitude cyclone, coastal cyclone, arctic front, lake-effect
event or upslope flow. Events have been reported also in Southern Europe
as documented by Bech et al. (2013) for Catalonia, Spain. Research by
Kumjian and Deierling (2015) reveals in-depth details about these events,
concluding that the thundersnow events are in general weaker, ordinary
thunderstorms lacking any warm cloud depth.
The impact to aviation is specifically addressed in a study into coldseason induced lightning strikes in Finland Mäkelä et al. (2013), where it
is noted that the events are hard to predict and often catch pilots, airlines
and air traffic control by surprise. This creates a dangerous situation as
many induced lightning hits have been reported in take-off corridors where
the pilot has little options for avoidance of the electrified cloud and the
cloud can be hard to detect.
Only a few forecast methods for airspace users to avoid electrified
clouds in the cold season are available. A Model Output Statistics (MOS)
based probabilistic method forecasting winter thunderstorms for
Amsterdam Schiphol airport developed by the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI) is presented in a paper by Slangen and
Schmeits (2009). A study on the North Sea helicopter operations in the
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United Kingdom is presented by Wilkinson et al. (2013) aiming at
improving the safety of the North Sea oil operations’ helicopter transfers.

6 ADVANCES IN METEOROLOGICAL INPUT FOR
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
As has been discussed throughout this paper, weather plays a key role in
everyday decisions made by air traffic controllers, airline operation
centres, pilots, ground handling staff, etc. professionals working in air
transport. Traditionally, weather information has been a separate product
or information stream viewed from a stand-alone system and the
interpretation of the impact of weather information has been accomplished
by the human operator in charge of making the day-to-day decisions based
on that information. With digitalisation and standards for data exchange,
more and more weather information is becoming integrated into systems
used for operational purposes (Rusu et al. 2012). The properties of a
Decision Support System (DSS) were coined by Sprague Jr (1980) as
follows:
• DSS tends to be aimed at the less well structured, underspecified
problem that upper level managers typically face;
• DSS attempts to combine the use of models or analytic techniques
with traditional data access and retrieval functions;
• DSS specifically focuses on features which make them easy to use by
non-computer-proficient people in an interactive mode; and
• DSS emphasizes flexibility and adaptability to accommodate
changes in the environment and the decision-making approach of
the user.
Some of the very early implementations of DSSs were in the aviation
industry with gate assignment for United Airlines. This example and a
more comprehensive review of decision support systems is given in the
book by Sharda et al. (2014). Since then, weather information has also been
extensively deployed and integrated into DSSs especially in the US where
airport capacity can be severely compromised in adverse weather.
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6.1 AIRCRAFT DE-ICING OPERATIONS
Aircraft Ground De/Anti Icing procedures serve three purposes51: removal
of any frozen or semi frozen moisture from critical external surfaces of an
aircraft on the ground prior to flight; and/or, protection of those surfaces
from the effects of such contaminant for the period between treatment and
becoming airborne; and/or, removal of any frozen or semi frozen moisture
from engine intakes and fan blades and protection of external surfaces
from subsequent contamination prior to take-off. The prevailing weather
conditions must be assessed, and if further adherence of contaminant to
the airframe surfaces is currently occurring or anticipated prior to the time
at which it is expected that the aircraft will get airborne, then a suitable
ground anti-icing fluid should be applied.
The forecast of Liquid Water Equivalent (LWE) has proved useful
since these values can be used to assist aviation de-icing decision-making
activities. The Weather Support to De-icing Decision Making (WSDDM)
system provides LWE nowcasts and is in operational use at several major
airports in the US.
This operational decision support system to support aircraft deicing operations was developed by NCAR for Denver, Chicago and New
York LaGuardia airports based in high temporal resolution observation of
liquid equivalent snowfall rate at the airport to provide guidance for deicing crews in a simple color-coded manner as reported by Rasmussen et
al. (2001). The application of liquid water equivalent estimations from
weather radar has since been shown Ruzanski and Chandrasekar (2012) to
improve accuracy by 14% in Colorado, US and reduce runtime for the
nowcasts.

6.2 AIRPORT CAPACITY
The factors considered by an airport capacity model to accurately depict
capacity of an operational airport include in the case of the Integrated
Airport Capacity Model (IACM) (Kicinger et al. 2011) weather forecasts,
predicted demand, airport adaptation and operational standards and
procedures as input information to a model that has modules for terminal
capacity, runway configuration, runway capacity and a forecast integrator
to output the estimated probability of achieving a set capacity value.
Weather constraints play a large role in this consideration and more
intelligent weather considerations have been recently developed by
51

http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Aircraft_Ground_De/Anti-Icing (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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Kicinger et al. (2016). A typical runway can handle roughly 30 aircraft
taking off and/or landing in an hour and in cases such as the San Francisco
International Airport, low cloud will immediately reduce this capacity by
half by disabling the second parallel runway due to runway separation
minimum requirements under Instrument Landing System (ILS)
conditions from 60 to around 30 flights per hour. Strong crosswinds will
typically disable some runway configurations as will thunderstorms at
approach sectors. Therefore, correctly forecasting weather parameters and
integrating them to airport management tools allows for the air traffic
controllers to develop a holistic view of the evolution of an airport capacity.
Research by Smith et al. (2008) takes the Terminal Aerodrome
Forecast (TAF) and uses support vector machines to predict future airport
capacity at the most constrained US airports affecting the performance of
the national airspace system. The Paper by Klein et al. (2009) presents a
calculation of arrival delays and cancellations due to terminal weather
forecast inaccuracy at airports, concluding that a financial benefit of $330
million would be gained by improving the accuracy of terminal weather
forecasts at the 35 busiest52 airports in the US. The paper by Hunter (2010)
describes an approach to use both air traffic management and
meteorological data to model the impact of weather on airport capacity.
The airport delay predictor model developed by Klein (2010) can also be
used as a decision support tool and to evaluate different weather forecast
products. A runway resource allocation model using quantified forecast
accuracy information to calculate the probability that a runway satisfies
safety constraints given the predicted wind, ceiling and visibility is
presented by Li and Clarke (2010). Work related to the SESAR programme
by Barbaresco et al. (2011) discusses a more dynamical wake vortex
separation based on current meteorological conditions to optimise runway
throughput and reduce delays. The impact of weather on airport capacity
is explored using ensemble learning with the bagging decision tree
statistical method in the paper by Wang (2011).
An airport-specific decision support system directly associated with
weather, specifically low marine stratus is presented by Reynolds et al.
(2012) for San Francisco International Airport (SFO) summertime
operations, aiming to directly forecast the timing of the stratus situation
that leads to the loss of the second parallel runway from operations due to
the low separation between the runways. This system has been in
operational use since 2004 and since 2008, following changes to the FAA
ground delay programme, it has provided quantifiable reductions in
ground and airborne holds at SFO.

52

http://aspmhelp.faa.gov/index.php/OEP_35 (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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6.3 ROUTE PLANNING
The study by Evans (2001) proposes a system for the US where re-routes
and, routes for near term departures are frequently revised based on
automatically generated storm predictions coupled to traffic flow and
traffic conflict decision support systems with review and very limited
swapping of routes by pilots and airline dispatch. The FAA funded Corridor
Integrated Weather System (CIWS) design, development and validation
results are described by Klingle-Wilson and Evans (2005). In a later paper
by Evans and Ducot (2006), the benefits and operational implementation
are discussed and it is concluded that the CIWS enables the FAA users to
achieve more efficient tactical use of the airspace, reduce traffic manager
workload, and significantly reduce delays. The maximum flow rates for
capacity estimation in level flight with convective weather constraints are
discussed by Krozel et al. (2007). Research and development of the
DIVMET model to identify weather avoidance routes to Hong Kong airport
is presented by Sauer et al. (2016) illustrating that the impact of weather
can be quantified in terms of object avoidance patterns for approaching
aircraft. MIT Lincoln Laboratory has developed a decision support tool to
help air traffic managers to determine when to close and reopen departure
routes during periods of convective weather called the Route Availability
Planning Tool (RAPT) (DeLaura 2012) that has made a big impact on
airspace management. It indicates on a colour scale the level of blockage
imposed by weather on specific routes.

7 FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH
Meteorology is an exact science, but nonetheless weather forecasts will
never become perfect due to imperfect global areal and temporal coverage
of ground observations and computing limitations on numerical
modelling. Furthermore, air transport will never be completely risk-free.
With those two notions in mind, there remains a great deal of research and
development work to be done to make the information better and ensure
that the better information leads to better decisions down the line. Weather
forecasting for air transport will continue to be driven by technological
advances along the roadmap painted in Section 4.1 and aircraft will become
more connected to real-time information. The crucial question will be
exactly what information is useful to the pilot, the airline, the air traffic
controller or the de-icing manager and how the weather information
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integrates to the decision support systems. Future challenges call for a
strong effort between meteorological data providers and end users to come
together to define the next generation of global standards in an
interconnected world. Airspace users must also be awakened to the reality
that there is much more, better and suitable information available for their
needs than the currently provided WAFC maps, METARs, TAFs and
SIGMETs. This may require rigorous cost-benefit analyses, but more than
anything it will require the consolidation of effort between the
meteorological service providers and adequate funding to support these
ends.
From the science perspective, our numerical modelling skill will
continue to improve through improved representation of physical
processes in the models and ensemble methods, new weather satellites will
challenge weather radars in the resolution of precipitation observation
leading to very accurate observations of global precipitation patterns,
weather radars will be able to better classify hydrometeors linking to
nowcasting systems, and localised parameter-specific methods tailored to
Terminal Manoeuvre Areas will better identify potential hazards for
aviation. Scientific advances are incremental and slow, and given the few
current research and development funding opportunities for aeronautical
meteorological research the field is most likely to follow the overall trends
of meteorological research. The role of the aeronautical weather forecaster
in the forecasting process is likely to experience the largest change. When
looking at the ability of human forecasters to improve quantitative
precipitation forecasts (QPFs), improvements are accomplished through
pattern recognition, physical realism, awareness of model biases and past
model performance, run-to-run consistency, collaboration, and consensus
as presented by Novak et al. (2011).
The aim of this chapter is to explore the risk reduction potential of
improved weather services for aviation by looking into the open research
questions and decision support systems, focusing on the process needed to
enable these improvements result in improved safety and cost-efficiency.
The sub-chapters can be viewed as presenting potential milestones or Key
Performance Areas (KPAs) for a research and development project with
the aim of highlighting the interplay between end user needs, systems and
meteorological service provision.
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7.1 IMPROVING TERMINAL MANOEUVRING AREA WIND FORECAST
ACCURACY

The first example to be presented involves an input source to airport
capacity estimation systems and runway configuration decision support
tools. Wind speed and direction between surface and 3000 ft (1 km) is
typically critical in the selection of the used runway configuration which in
turn directly affects the capacity of the airport. While current numerical
weather models generally perform quite well in wind forecasts, airports
situated near e.g. orographic features or large bodies of water (or both) are
still difficult to forecast accurately. Improvements in the four-dimensional
field of wind speed and direction, where the fourth dimension is time, have
the potential to improve the capacity management of an airport.
Motivation for this case study comes from the special role played by the
3000 ft wind at Heathrow Airport, impacting the capacity of the runways
and thus the airport for traffic. This in turn can divert flights to other
nearby airports, delay or even cancel flights causing a ripple effect across
the European airspace.
Figure 18 is a schematic representation of a development process in
collaboration with the end user to achieve reduced holdover time leading
to reduced fuel burn and reduced arrival and departure delay caused by an
airspace restriction procedure. A development initiative must take into
account the exact preconditions of the airport and surrounding terminal
manoeuvring area and must have detailed information of the systems and
processes in place at that airport for runway configuration allocation and
airport capacity restrictions. The local history of wind-induced airport
capacity restrictions should be established as a base line to determine the
benefits of the introduced improvements. This can be achieved in a way of
a feasibility study providing a solid justification for the project including
the aforementioned actions.
The following actions form a meteorological research and
development component where the focus is to improve the resolution of
the four-dimensional wind grid. The underlying assumption here is that
such an improved model resolution would in turn provide a higher quality
wind assessment. This may not always be the case, especially where the
wind climatology is typically easy to predict and less prone to external
forcing. Here the question of return on investment must be weighed
against the added cost of additional computing time required to run a
higher resolution numerical model. The potential added value must be
established together with the local customer and end user. Added value is
typically hard to define, but such an exercise will develop mutual
understanding of the operating environment. Simply changing model
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resolution without due diligence on the effect on a multitude of
parameterisations involved could actually result in a loss of skill in the
forecast model. Therefore, the change must be verified properly and all
other meteorological parameters must also be considered. In the end, the
assumption is that a higher model resolution will be able to better forecast
changes in circulation in the atmospheric boundary layer and take finer
scale local phenomena into account, such as sea breezes, orographic flows
and inflow/outflow areas of convective systems. A comprehensive
verification exercise against earlier model results and observations
resulting in a technical report outlining the performed changes with the
associated verification results should be a required step in any project to
enable the spread of best practices and scientific findings.
End user needs,
systems and
procedures analysed

More accurate
temporal awareness
of crosswind
conditions

Enhanced planning of
runway capacity
restrictions

Grid spacing and
model timestep in
numerical model
decreased

Integrated weather
information into
decision support
systems

Later start and earlier
lifting of runway
capacity restrictions

Model processes
adapted for finer
resolution

Research to
operations project
based on end user
needs developed and
implemented

Reduced holdover
time, fuel burn, arrival
& departure delay

Model output verified,
validated and
compared with earlier
model results

Results documented

Figure 18: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved Terminal
Manoeuvring Area wind service for aviation. Meteorological components
indicated in brown and added value in dark red background colour.

Following the meteorological development phase, a research to operations
project must be established taking into account the findings and
confidence in the improved forecast information. The information in itself
is not useful unless it has an impact on the behaviour of the end users using
the information. The optimal use of the meteorological information is
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ensured by integration into the proper decision-making systems and
processes. An airport might, for example, use a system such as the ones
described in section 6.2. If such a system has already been in use, the
project must clearly communicate the changes in the new data stream and
what the user can expect to see based on the new information. If no such
decision support system is in place where meteorological information is
directly inputted, the project must establish the methods by which the
improved meteorological information is to be used by the end user. What
should be avoided at all cost, is to keep any existing arrangements whereby
a meteorological service provider issues a text-based wind forecast to a
single point at the airport to be used by e.g. the air traffic control. As a
minimum, the end product should interpret the meteorological conditions
as actionable information to the end user based on their pre-defined
criteria, such as cross-wind maxima at certain runway configurations given
in a color-coded graphical product.
The expected positive impact on the operations of the airport will
result from the optimal use of the provided decision support by the human
operators. The underlying assumption is that the improved wind field will
result in more temporally accurate, and thus efficient, runway
configurations as demonstrated by e.g. Météo-France using a 100 m grid
resolution for Paris CDG airport. Restrictions could actually increase as a
result, but this would lead to reduced holdovers for incoming air traffic and
hence reduced fuel burn and arrival delay. The optimal situation for all
concerned entities is for the aircraft and passengers to be able to complete
the flight with minimal disruptions and for the additional wait to happen
at the terminal.

7.2 IMPACT OF IMPROVED TURBULENCE GUIDANCE FOR AIRSPACE
USERS

The second example in this chapter focuses on a quite different use case
altogether for meteorological information. As has been described earlier in
this study, turbulence is one of the major meteorological hazards for air
traffic. As a meteorological phenomenon, turbulence is in itself somewhat
elusive and can be difficult to forecast accurately. Since turbulence is not a
general societal weather hazard in the sense of severe convection for
example, the research and development of solutions was started rather late
and the solutions are really only developed for air transport users and
typically mostly verified against aircraft or pilot observations. There are no
direct systematic observations of turbulence and the field relies on the
aircraft observations. In many senses turbulence research and
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development should be raised higher in the priority of meteorological
services providers and not left only to the responsibility of World Area
Forecast Centres (WAFCs).

End user needs,
systems and
procedures analysed

Awareness of areas
and timing of in-flight
hazards improved

Hazard areas
disseminated in realtime to the cockpit to
assist pilot decision
making

Reporting of EDR
values from aircraft
enhanced

Information integrated
into end user decision
support systems and
procedures

Passenger comfort
improved and hazards
to crew members
reduced

Turbulence remote
detection methods
enhanced

Identification and
forecast method of
moderate to severe
turbulence temporally
and spatially improved

EDR forecast
algorithms improved
for mountain waves,
CAT and convective
turbulence

Validation and
verification of EDR
values completed and
results documented

Figure 19: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved in-flight
turbulence service for aviation. Meteorological components indicated in dark
brown and added value in dark red background colour.

Motivation for this case study can be drawn from incidents such as the
recently reported (The Guardian, CNN, Daily Mail, Aviation Herald53, etc.)
encounter with severe turbulence by the Aeroflot flight SU270 from
Moscow to Bangkok on 1 May 2017 in Myanmar airspace which left 27
injured and sent 25 to the hospital. In this case, the media reports state the
cause to be Clear Air Turbulence (CAT) and note that the on-board weather
radar had not picked up any signal of severe weather. The pilots were thus
unaware of the hazardous circumstances which they entered. The question
remains whether or not this turbulence could have been detected or
forecasted at all. Via personal communication with the turbulence
researchers at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the
53
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general opinion is that the turbulence in question was associated with
severe convection also supported by the CIMSS Satellite Blog54 which
tracked the flight path on top of a rapidly developing thunderstorm. This
raises the opportunity to improve the avoidance of such severe turbulence
cases by ensuring the pilots have the right information in the cockpit
during the flight. This would require the turbulence areas to be detected,
classified and forecasted and then transmitted rapidly to the cockpit for the
pilots to review. This could turn out to not have been sufficient in the case
of this flight since the thunderstorm developed rapidly directly in the flight
path of the airplane, but this risk should have been possible to identify from
a numerical weather prediction forecast.
An outline of a possible research and development initiative is given
in Figure 19. The process for end user needs analysis and process review
described in the beginning of section 7.1 essentially holds true for
turbulence guidance as well. Otherwise, the development of a service
whereby the risk of moderate to severe turbulence is accurately analysed,
forecasted and disseminated to the cockpit is very different from the
previous example. A critical question becomes what are the policies
regarding datalink to the cockpit, what systems are in use, if an existing
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) provider is willing or able to accommodate new
weather information or if there is another way of providing the service to
the airplane. These policies will be airline specific and will depend on the
available technologies. The pilots will also have to be willing and able to
use the information provided to them and should thus be consulted from
the very onset of the project all the way to the final end solution.
The meteorological project (Figure 19, brown boxes) requires a
reliable input against which any new forecast method would be verified. All
modern regional aircrafts are equipped with a number of sensors that
measure parameters that can be combined to enhance the current
automated reporting of turbulence metrics from the aircraft. Especially the
EDR values are of critical importance to be recorded at good temporal
resolution throughout the flight and ideally downlinked to ground stations
for assimilation into weather forecast models. The airlines should be
engaged to help realise the value of open real-time data exchange and the
associated improvements in the meteorological services. The second
important issue related to forecasting turbulence is an accurate areal and
temporal analysis of current icing conditions. The aircraft-derived EDR
observations are naturally a key element in this, but traditional PIREPs
and meteorological remote sensing methods such as weather radar and
satellite information should also be used in providing the added coverage.
Especially geostationary weather satellites can be used to identify
54

http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/archives/23875 (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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convective areas and statistical methods can be used to calibrate the
satellite-based observations with turbulence observations to give a more
accurate interpretation of cloud top temperature to turbulence measures.
The improved analysis of turbulence can then be used as a
verification field in the development of numerical turbulence guidance
methods. Current geographical resolution in turbulence guidance is
typically very coarse and can easily omit smaller convective situations
leading to a loss in forecast skill. Mountain waves require an accurate
depiction of orography and a numerical model structure which follows the
surface in mountainous regions. Cloud-resolving models and improved
turbulence parameterisation can bring improvements in the
representation of convective initiation and resulting convection. The
verification and validation of new turbulence algorithms against improved
observations of turbulence should result in a substantial increase in
forecast skill. Since several turbulence metrics are available in literature
and since it has been shown by Sharman and Pearson (2017) that a
weighted multi-algorithm approach for each specific turbulence criteria
provides the best forecast results, perhaps the best approach for turbulence
forecasting is given in figure 1 of Pearson and Sharman (2017) where a
turbulence nowcast 3D grid takes input from the turbulence EDR forecast
model, airborne real-time turbulence observations, ground-based radar
observations, inferred turbulence from convective induced turbulence
detection methods, METAR winds, Aircraft Situation Display to Industry
(ASDI), ADS-B deviations and satellite features to output a turbulence
nowcast product to users.
Once the information has been integrated into the decision support
tools of the customer and an uplink to the cockpit establishes, the pilot can
have at his/her disposal an effective tool for the avoidance of turbulence
areas. Airline company policies dictate as to what information is given to
the pilot and hence this step is under the responsibility of the airline, but
demonstrations of such service provision to Lufthansa pilots for transAtlantic flights already exists with good results. A company promise to
customers and crew members for a smoother and safer flight should be a
substantial competitive advantage not yet seized by most of world’s leading
airlines.
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7.3 IMPROVING DATA DISSEMINATION OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER TO
THE COCKPIT

End user needs,
systems and
procedures analysed

Real-time datalink to
the cockpit enabled

Real-time regional
convective weather
situation available in
the cockpit

Weather radar data
exchange concepts
internationally
standardised

Information integrated
into end user systems
and processes

Enhanced awareness
of en-route hazards

Weather radar
scanning strategies
harmonised and rapid
data dissemination
methods developed

Validation and
verification of
convective objects
completed and
results documented

Turbulence
encounters, lightning
strikes, wind shear
and icing conditions
avoidance improved

Convective cell
identification
algorithms and
detection efficiency
enhanced

Convective object
data exchange model
in SWIM-compliant
format developed and
approved

Safety, comfort and
efficiency of flight
improved

Figure 20 Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved convective
weather in-flight situational awareness for aviation. Boxes shaded with dark
green indicate international data cooperation steps, dark brown boxes the
meteorological development issues and dark red the added value to the end
user.

Many technical parts of a development towards enhanced convection
information in the cockpit are similar to turbulence development described
in the previous section. Especially the dissemination of information to
cockpit deserves the same remarks as before. Observation and forecasting
of convection at a regional scale has its own challenges outside the USA,
where no single actor collects, processes and disseminated the
observations to the end users. In Europe, for instance, a great deal of effort
is required to enable real-time exchange of weather radar information,
which is the primary tool for convection observations and nowcasting.
Therefore, this section highlights a different challenge in the research and
development of weather information to air transport related to
observations and data exchange (see Figure 20).
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Following a comprehensive end user analysis, an assessment of the
benefits of convection avoidance and the information required to enable
convection avoidance behaviour, the enabling procedures for regional
convection analysis and detection are to be established. The European
Network of National Meteorological Services (EUMETNET) has
established the Operational Weather Radar Information Exchange
(OPERA) Programme to enable the creation of a European-wide weather
radar mosaic image similar to the NEXRAD national composite in the US.
The European mosaic product is typically a maximum radar reflectivity
product where the maximum reflectivity in each grid point is collected
from the network of radar and combined into a single image.
Weather radar data exchange would be very important in South
America, Asia and the Middle East and a regional product would be of
tremendous value in these regions. In the African continent, weather
radars are relatively sparse and without a major effort to increase coverage,
only small portions of the continent will be covered by a regional
composite. Nevertheless, exchange standards and cooperation efforts
should be started in these regions that often experience severe convection.
Especially Asian air traffic volumes are growing fast and convection is
present almost throughout the year.
Standard convective cell detection algorithms for the specific use of
convection avoidance by air traffic are available and an international
consensus should be reached in line with the acceptance of EDR as the
turbulence metric. Such a standard convection identification and tracking
across the globe would enable airspace users to have confidence in the
convection nowcasts and ensure that they are consistent and harmonised
across regions. Radar technology limitation may inhibit the use of such
algorithms, but a lower technology option such as maximum reflectivity
could serve as a backup. Taking into account the fact that not all countries
in the world are in the position to process weather radar information in a
way to extract convective cells, this task should be given to a regional
weather radar processing centre with funding from the airspace users. The
central processing of lightning detection information would also add
tremendous value to the aviation weather products and a central
processing function for both radar and lightning information should be
combined. In data sparse areas, lightning information can provide valuable
information complementing both radar and satellite sources. Efforts
should be directed in opening the lightning detection data for all
meteorological purposes.
Once the areas of convective weather are available as a regional
product from the national weather radars, this information needs to be
converted into a SWIM-compliant data format as a GML georeferenced
weather object. Such objects are easy and simple to exchange and transmit
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to the cockpit for integration into EFBs and air traffic management
systems. The convective weather object definition and model should be
internationally standardised and approved by WMO and/or ICAO. Finally,
an industrial validation should be carried out for the information to ensure
global interoperability between providers and end users. The integration
into cockpit and data exchange methods follow what has been said earlier
for turbulence.
The availability of convective weather hazards information in the
cockpit will allow for better avoidance of lightning strikes and icing in
addition to turbulence. When the information is available to the pilot and
air traffic control in real time and not only in the flight planning phase, the
flight paths can be optimised earlier with fewer detours and shorter
deviations from an optimal flight path. This will in turn result in a shorter
route and less fuel consumed when compared to a situation where the pilot
simply reacts to the weather hazard along the flight path.

7.4 ENHANCED LIQUID WATER EQUIVALENT FORECAST TO DE-ICING
OPERATIONS

Winter conditions have multiple consequences for airport operations and
air traffic management. The general process of improving meteorological
forecast information to end user described in the previous chapters applies
to many winter conditions as well and is given in Figure 21. Low visibility
and ceiling associated with winter weather patterns is one of the most
difficult challenges for numerical weather prediction model algorithms to
solve as has been discussed in previous chapters. However, visibility and
ceiling are present in the forecast throughout the year and remain yearround challenges. In order to highlight a forecast challenge specific to
winter, the case of aircraft de-icing is presented here.
The phrases de-icing and anti-icing are used to describe the two
different steps associated. By definition de-icing refers to the removal of
ice from the airframe before the flight while anti-icing refers to the process
of applying fluids to the airframe to prevent further ice to develop before
the take-off. This distinction is often not made everywhere and de-icing
refers to both processes where the airframe is cleared and fluid applied at
the same operation in a holding position before take-off.
The application of de-icing fluids is expensive (fluid cost $4-6/litre
with total cost of $1500 to $25000/airplane), labour intensive and adds a
delay to the flight duration for the passenger. The process is only needed
in certain weather conditions and thus the de-icing crew needs to be called
in only for those days when de-icing is performed. The holdover times and
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procedures associated with the fluids applied to the airframe are
standardised by the Society of Automobile Engineers (SAE) and the deicing/anti-icing operations mandated by ICAO Annex 6 and Annex 1655.
The fluids fall under four classes (Type I, II, III & IV) depending on their
effectiveness in given atmospheric conditions (temperature, type of
precipitation and rate of precipitation) and the holdover times vary from a
few minutes to several hours.

End user needs, systems
and procedures analysed

Validation and verification
of LWE forecasts
completed and results
documented

Information integrated into
end user systems and
processes

Enhanced measurements
of snowfall rate and
atmospheric variables at
airport carried out

Forecast method tailored
for local airport conditions
and climatology

Use and timing of de-icing
and anti-icing operations
improved

Liquid-equivalent snowfall
rate representation in
numerical models
improved

Historical icing incident
archives, de-icing need
and anti-icing fluid use
statistics reviewed

Use of anti-icing fluid
reduced, de-icing
operations shortened,
departure delay reduced
and risk of icing reduced

Figure 21: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved de-icing and
anti-icing service for aviation. Brown shading indicates meteorological
development milestones and red shading the added value for end users.

The first forecasting challenge for de-icing operations is the advance
planning required by the ground handling companies to ensure adequate
resources are deployed at the airport when de-icing is called by the pilots.
With too little advance warning, the de-icing crew needs to be called in
within hours’ notice, they need to be paid more to be available on short
notice and they may not make it to the airport on time since other transport
modes might also be affected by adverse weather. For this purpose, ground
companies need forecasts of snow or freezing precipitation 2-5 days out
and a general indication of peak intensity during the day in question. A
probabilistic approach tailored to the end users’ operational thresholds
could be very useful as this also contains information about the forecast
55 https://www.icao.int/safety/airnavigation/OPS/Pages/Aircraft-Ground-De-IcingAnti-Icing-

Operations.aspx (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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confidence. The second forecasting challenge is the nowcast (0-6h) of
precipitation type and intensity, which is needed during the application of
the anti-icing fluids. The ground handling companies can use this
information to have a nowcast of the de-icing fluids to be used using the
meteorological information converted directly into fluid type forecasts. For
the aircraft pilots, the holdover time tables (HOT) can be replaced by realtime observations on the ground to improve the accuracy provided in the
HOTs, such as the NCAR WSDDM algorithm.
The meteorological development project should start by ensuring high
quality observation data is available at and around the airport. Freezing
detection sensors and dual-polarimetric weather radar data are especially
useful to provide reliable information on the precipitation type and
intensity. Measurement history will provide the base line for future
development of meteorological algorithms. This base line should then be
used to enhance the parameterisation and representation of liquid water
equivalent (LWE) which is an excellent proxy for de-icing need for an
airframe both in the nowcasting timeframe and medium-range planning.
A statistical approach using a history of de-icing fluid use and de-icing
need will help in calibrating the forecast accurately to previous incidents,
will improve accuracy and reduce bias. The past realised de-icing operation
data requires for good cooperation with the ground handling companies
and such a project in general can only be realised in close collaboration
from the start. With the observation and de-icing climatology available, the
forecast method can be tailored for the airport in question with the
required accuracy. The actual forecasts should then be verified against true
de-icing operations at the airport in question to ensure of the usability of
the product. A successful project will result in an all-round more efficient
de-icing process and less take-off delay for the passengers.

7.5 DETAILED NO-FLY ZONES FOR ROTORCRAFT AND RPAS
OPERATORS

Helicopters are especially useful in operations where landing needs to take
place into any terrain and where hovering is required. The most important
applications to society are associated with search and rescue, police and
border patrol and emergency medical services. These missions typically
need to take place also in adverse weather and often without ground
observations on the meteorological conditions. At the same time,
helicopters are very susceptible to icing, low visibility and cloud base height
and cannot withstand a lightning strike. The operating constraints
imposed by meteorological conditions are much stricter than with
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commercial jetliners. As the size of the aircraft decreases going into
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), weather resilience decreases
and ever stricter meteorological restrictions apply. As has been mentioned
earlier, small RPAS can generally only fly in optimal weather conditions.

Aircraft manufacturers'
published performance
criteria reviewed

Improved situational
awareness of
operators

Reduced operations in
hazardous conditions

Legislation and local
airspace rules
reviewed

Information integrated
into end user decision
support systems and
existing weather
briefing systems

Reduced loss of
aircraft and serious
safety incidents related
to weather

Location and aircraft
type specific weather
constraints agreed with
local operators and
regulators

Weather constraints
translated into no-fly
zones and formatted
into SWIM-compliant
XML/GML

Figure 22: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to no-fly zones for
rotorcraft and RPAS operators. Brown shading indicates meteorological
development milestones and red shading the added value for end users.

Both helicopters and RPAS manufacturers publish tolerances for
meteorological conditions and these can be combined with the pilots’
guidelines on safe flight and operator policies to create meteorological
operating constraints specific to the aircraft and operator. In essence, the
question becomes more about the visualisation of meteorological
information and providing a decision support service tailored to the user
needs taking into account also the national legislation and local airspace
regulation.
The meteorological development project needed to achieve the
decision support capability would benefit from all of the other actions
described in this chapter (see Figure 22). The main task is to translate the
operational requirements into weather parameters and then back into
impacts. The dissemination of impacts could be given as simple areas with
horizontal, vertical and temporal extent where the operator in question
should not fly with a given type of aircraft. This information is to be
disseminated complying to the SWIM standards using the generally
accepted GML data formats. The relevant meteorological parameters
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depend on the definition of operational boundaries and should generally
be available from a regional limited area model.
While helicopter pilot licences require training on weather impacts
on operation, RPAS operators do not generally require any formal training
and in many nations a pilot licence is also not required. This can lead to
lack of awareness on safe operating conditions and for this reason the
service to provide information on safe flying environments should be made
easily and freely available to all. With adequate training and awareness,
and where needed regulations, on the weather information made available
to operators, safety of flight is improved both in terms of aircraft, crew and
equipment.
SIGMET is the closest equivalent of a product needed for RPAS
operators. SIGMET could be altered in a way to be adaptive to the aircraft
type or use the strictest rules for small RPAS. However, the product should
not be in the traditional alphanumeric format since this would be illegible
to most operators but rather be a visual product in line with a Significant
weather chart. Such a chart could include permanently restricted areas for
RPAS flight and be automatically generated. Most RPAS manufacturers
include the ability for geofencing their equipment via hardware
configurations to inhibit their flight into restricted airspace. Ideally, such
technology could be used to generate a weather-geofence to inhibit flight
into areas of significant weather determined by international standards.

7.6 WEATHER CONSTRAINTS TRANSLATED TO EFFECTIVE DECISION
SUPPORT PRODUCTS FOR AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Examples of efficient decision support tools for air traffic flow
management have been given earlier in this study and the aim of this
chapter is to highlight the best parts of these applications to promote the
research and development of more integrated weather input to air traffic
management systems. Figure 23 gives a schematic representation of a
development initiative for improving the integration of meteorological
information into decision support systems. The professionals involved
with air traffic management, especially air traffic controllers, are operating
under tremendous stress and have very little time to ingest new
information concerning a weather constraint. Instead, meteorological
information needs to be a parameter in the various algorithms providing
decision support tools for the controllers. The change from looking at
meteorological information separately to full integration will reduce the
awareness of the particular weather situation at hand, but will ensure that
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weather is taken into account in a systematic way in decisions and that no
end users can overlook weather constraints.

End user needs,
systems and
procedures analysed

Validation and
verification of the
impact and quality of
meteorological
information

Operational validation
into ANSP systems

Assessment of local
weather induced
airspace constraints
and ATM workload

Weather objects and
parameters
disseminated in
SWIM-compliant
format

Improved awareness
on the evolution of
weather constraints
and associated impact
on airspace

Analysis of adverse
weather mitigation
strategies as part of
the CDM process

Development and
tailoring of
meteorological
information for ATM
needs

Reduced weatherinduced en-route and
airport delays

Figure 23: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved consideration
of weather impacts on air traffic management. Brown shading indicates
meteorological development milestones and red shading the added value for end
users.

In ATM support efforts, the exact quantification of impacts by weather
becomes a key priority. Impact analysis requires access to historical
performance data where correlations to specific meteorological parameters
can be established with various statistical methods. The mitigation
strategies need to also be very clearly defined when an algorithm is
deployed to provide decision support, e.g. the process of what is the
optimal runway configuration with 25 kt wind from the East and what
capacity effect it has or how much capacity is reduced when visibility is
below 1000/3000/5000 ft should be clearly known when developing
support systems. One such example mentioned earlier in this study is the
Integrated Airport Capacity Model by Kicinger et al. (2016) with a
functional scheme given in Figure 24.
The IACM model uses weather forecast information for runway
configuration and capacity estimation along with a host of other
information sources. The end user only sees the hourly airport capacity
forecast for each runway configuration and can make decisions based on
that information rather than looking at each individual variable and
forming the picture in their head. Such decision support systems have
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tremendous potential for airport and airspace management.
Meteorological information is not yet used in all decision support systems
even though weather plays a crucial role in operations. An open and
transparent exchange of such systems and the development of
international best practices could greatly enhance these services for air
traffic management. The forecasted capacity should also be continuously
verified against true capacity and forecast skill and bias examined regularly
to ensure of the quality of the forecast. Organisations such as the Network
Manager in the EU would benefit from having a forecasted capacity
situation from all European airports available at any given moment.

Figure 24: Schematic representation of the Integrated Airport Capacity Model (IACM) from
Kicinger et al. (2016).

Ultimately, accurate meteorological information in collaboration with
other information sources should lead to improved situational awareness
at airport and airspace management level and hence result in better
utilization of airport and airspace capacity leading to less delays for airlines
and passengers. It should be noted that for large and severe weather
hazards, no mitigation action can prevent airspace and runway closures,
but decision support system can provide an accurate forecast of return to
full capacity or a forecast of onset of reduced capacity.
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7.7 SUPER HIGH RESOLUTION NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION
MODELS FOR AIRPORT DOMAINS

Terrain disrupted airflow and phenomena affected by orography such as
fog and low-level wind shear cannot be accurately depicted in global
models and thus require statistical methods and the increase in horizontal
and vertical resolution of the model to improve the representation of
phenomena important for aviation weather forecasting. Examples of the
implementation of dedicated super high-resolution models are found in
Hong Kong as presented by Chan and Hon (2016) where The Aviation
Model (AVM) with up to 200 m spatial resolution is deployed to account
for the complex terrain at the airport and to especially account for the
complex winds in and around the airport terminal manoeuvring area. The
UK Met Office has deployed a 333 m spatial resolution model (The London
Model) and the improvements into the local representation of fog and the
stable boundary layer are documented by Boutle et al. (2016). At Paris
Charles de Gaulle airport, a super high resolution AROME Airport model
operating at 500 m spatial resolution is deployed with the specific aim of
improving wake vortex forecasts also associated with Time Based
Separation operations at the busy airport. The results are reported by
Hagelin et al. (2014) and a clear improvement in wind speed and direction
is noted.
The research, development and operational deployment of super
high resolution numerical models is not a simple task and is usually carried
out to address a specific operational requirement at an airport. They have
been demonstrated to add value and to tackle forecasting phenomena
otherwise difficult to numerically predict accurately. Such a project should
be weighed by the added value provided and the cost of such a project.
Consideration should also be given to increasing the temporal resolution
of limited area models by increasing the data assimilation and update cycle
of the model. Nowcast models have been discussed in Section 3.1 of this
thesis and there are much more examples of rapid update cycle models
than super high-resolution models potentially due to easier
implementation and lower computational cost. Increases in the spatial and
temporal resolution of numerical weather prediction models serve to
especially improve aviation weather forecasting due to the nature of
aviation operations at airports and the sensitivity to small-scale
phenomena and thus the increased resolution in models is highly
recommended to be undertaken by meteorological service providers. A
process with key performance areas is provided in Figure 25.
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Airport end user
needs, systems and
procedures analysed

Operational
deployment of model

Improved accuracy of
numerical weather
predictions

Assessment of optimal
approach to meet end
user needs and
improve forecast
accuracy

Verification of
operational output in
aviation use cases

Better representation
of future events in
products and data
available to end users

Research project to
develop research
demonstration
outcomes

Research to
operations project to
take outcomes into
production

Reduced weatherinduced airport delays

Figure 25: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved temporal and
spatial resolution in numerical weather models used for aviation weather
forecasting. Brown shading indicates meteorological development milestones
and red shading the added value for end users.

Research and development of especially temporally higher resolution
nowcasting models could be carried out as an international collaboration
to reduce the cost and duration of such a project. Projects should also be
based on existing solid research findings to justify the selected approach.
Particular importance should be given to the verification of operational
model output against limited area and global models in aviation-specific
cases to demonstrate suitability for aviation purposes. Many models do not
directly output some important parameters to aviation end users, such as
precipitation type or visibility. These are usually post-processed using
various methods. The post-processing output should also be carefully
evaluated and verified against operational aviation weather observations
to ensure the quality and consistency of the produced information.
Extensive post-processing should be avoided since it will make the ongoing
development of the model more difficult as the methods must be also
updated and output verified following each update.
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7.8 IMPROVING FORECASTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE ICE CRYSTAL
CONCENTRATIONS

The effect of ice crystal icing on aircraft turbine engines potentially leading
to the risk of sudden loss of engine thrust in very cold air has been known
for decades56. The ice crystals in question are generated by deep convective
cells which in turn are prevalent especially in the tropics. The ice crystals
are difficult to observe as they are often not visible to the eye and do not
appear in the onboard weather radar due to extremely low reflectivity.
Convective cells breaking across the tropopause and areas downwind of the
overshoot are typical areas to encounter high concentrations of ice crystals.
Since the very small ice crystals do not adhere to the airframe, they are not
detected by the conventional ice detectors onboard most modern aircraft.
While no internationally agreed standard exists to provide warnings to
airspace users on high altitude ice crystals, such provisions are being
discussed and for now the best avoidance strategy is to avoid large
convective systems with adequate safe distance using the onboard weather
radar. The convective systems producing the ice crystals also produce
turbulence, lightning and regular icing and as such should already be
avoided for these reasons. The extension of ice crystals downwind from
convective systems could be taken into account in any forecast or warning
product as a safety precaution.
From a meteorological standpoint, the research challenge is on the
correct identification of deep convection leading to overshooting tops
capable of producing ice crystals at high altitudes from available remote
sensing information and the subsequent nowcasting and forecasting of the
evolution of the systems. Ground-breaking work has been achieved in a
major High Altitude Ice Crystal (HAIC) research project57 led by Airbus in
collaboration with several meteorological service providers and industry to
better understand the phenomena and develop nowcasting capabilities.
The methods developed and deployed to identify severe turbulence areas
from weather satellite data are essentially what can be used to also identify
areas where ice crystal concentrations are likely to be high. Since the
provision of global significant weather charts currently lies with World
Area Forecast Centres, and to ensure global consistency and
interoperability, warning on ice crystal concentrations could be assigned to
WAFCs. In addition, WAFCs already monitor turbulence and major
convective systems with a global reach and the addition of ice crystal
warnings should not pose a large additional burden insofar as the
methodology for the detection, forecasting and warning of ice crystals is
56
57

http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/High_Level_Ice_Crystal_Icing (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
http://www.haic.eu/ (link tested 30 Nov. 17)
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proven and accepted internationally. The challenges are similar to those
of determining acceptable levels of volcanic ash ingestion by the turbine
engines
Global end user needs
established with
engine and aircraft
manufacturers

Continuous
operational verification
of service

Continuous reevaluation of
operational criteria
with industry

International
agreement on the
content of the service
at ICAO

Deployment of
operational service

Reduced in-flight
engine malfunctions
caused by ingestion of
ice crystals

Research and
development of
operational detection
and forecast methods

Verification and
operational validation
of the solution

Improved aviation
safety

Figure 26: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved forecast and
warning of high altitude ice crystal risk. Brown shading indicates meteorological
development milestones and red shading the added value for end users.

The proposed process provided in Figure 26 aims to outline key
performance areas related to the operational implementation of such a
service. Continuous dialogue with the engine and aircraft manufacturing
industry and close monitoring of any incident involving ice crystals is key
to ensuring the service does not generate a significant bias and thus
continues to add value.

7.9 HARMONISATION AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN MET SERVICE
PROVIDERS

A global strategy and roadmap to encompass meteorological service
provision can be only founded on the defined needs and requirements of
the main air transport industries and therefore a high-level dialogue needs
to take place where the airline and ATM representatives form a definitive
roadmap together with the meteorological service providers based on the
existing service capability, trends in the air transport industry and
technological developments. The objective of the global strategy should be
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to further improve aviation safety by ensuring that the air transport sector
has at its disposal the best quality of meteorological information possible
tailored for each specific need at global, regional and local levels. A
mutually agreed roadmap should ensure that any developments are what
the end users require to improve safety (see Figure 27).
The objectives and visions need to be translated into a global action
plan and strategy following the detailed definition of end user needs and
requirements. This development should be co-led by ICAO and WMO and
should build on the existing Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP) and ASBU
methodology. Currently the focus of these Block Upgrades has been almost
solely on the World Area Forecast System (WAFS) development and the
SWIM architecture without any clear guidance as to where the entire
community of meteorological service providers should focus their
development in order to improve aviation safety. The global vision needs
to include a position on what the most important research questions are
and where the integration of meteorological information to decision
support systems is most needed.

Dialogue with airlines,
ATM and regulators on
key improvements

Regular and systematic
performance review of
global MET service
provision

Binding cost
harmonisation for MET
services and
infrastructure costs

Global strategy on MET
service upgrades
excluding WAFCs

Exchange of knowlegde,
open source development
and publishing standards
established

Establishment of regional
specialised centers to
support local MWOs

Agreement on cost
sharing for development
and maintenance of
enhanced meteorological
services

Necessary agreements at
regional levels to ensure
implementation and
monitoring mechanisms

Empower local expertise
by providing access to
state-of-the-art
meteorological guidance
and software

Figure 27: Schematic representation of the required steps leading to improved global
meteorological service provision.

Once a clear roadmap, action plan and strategy have been developed, the
funding for the investments should be resolved. Throughout this thesis,
funding mechanisms for the research and development of meteorological
services have been either regular research funding via proposals in general
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calls, directed funding by an executive agency to resolve a specific issue,
co-funding for a common project, investments proposed by the
meteorological service providers and paid by the end users via charges or
tailored projects for commercial customers. The funding originates either
from the taxpayers via national governments or from passengers via enroute and terminal charges, where the latter is the preferred option to
ensure the developments are accountable, transparent and driven by user
needs. Meteorological service providers designate a widely varying share
of meteorological infrastructure (observation, numerical weather
prediction and remote sensing) costs to aviation due to the lack of explicit
guidance and oversight and thus meteorological service costs are not
comparable from one country to another. This should also be addressed
and global guidelines given to the community in order to facilitate an equal
operational environment for meteorological service providers.
The countries that do not recover the costs of meteorological
services to airspace users risk the meteorological service becoming
outdated and affecting negatively to the development of safety objectives.
The WMO has carried out a global survey of cost recovery and
meteorological service provision showing that there remains a large
number of countries where cost recovery is not implemented. A
transparent business plan with investments and clear Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) agreed mutually with regulators and end users enables a
long-term and sustainable development of meteorological services. A clear
regulation should be established on the allocation of meteorological
infrastructure cost, role of public funding versus airspace users and
between en-route and terminal costs to aviation. At the same time, funding
for the World Area Forecast Centers (WAFC), Volcanic Ash Advisory
Centers (VAAC), Tropical Cyclone Advisory Centers (TCAC) and Space
Weather Prediction Centers should be revised. SWIM-services should also
be extended to be cost recovered via a globally uniform mechanism.
This thesis has established the fact that the research and
development of meteorological services to aviation is not evenly
distributed, operating under a global strategy or adequately funded. A key
element in the successful contribution towards improving the safety
objectives is to ensure that funding is available also to smaller service
providers in a globally balanced way. For this purpose, a global
meteorological service for aviation development fund needs to be set up
under the joint mandate of WMO and ICAO with revenue collected from
airspace charges and landing fees. This fund would award projects in
specific thematic areas on topics aligned with a global strategy agreed with
the end users. All project outcomes would be published as open data and
all software as open source within the aviation community. Projects should
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address gaps at local, regional and global level and should promote crossborder cooperation and sharing of resources.
The monitoring of performance needs to be streamlined and user
focused at a regional level. This could be achieved by holding annual
stakeholder review meetings where regional total meteorological service
costs are presented and discussed and user feedback received on the most
important investments at a regional level. A bi-annual global stakeholder
workshop between ICAO, WMO, IATA and CANSO with regional
representation should complement the regional level to provide a global
consensus on the meteorological service cost and future investments into
research and development. Transparency into planned and ongoing
development activities with open access publishing standards of research
results of meteorological applications will speed up development
significantly. When considering the global, regional and local level
mechanisms for funding research and development actions, open sharing
of research results should be a key priority. Publication of developed
algorithms, post-processing methods, software and research findings as
open source will benefit all of the involved parties and therefore should
become the norm.
Some meteorological service providers struggle with fulfilling the
mandate of providing Meteorological Watch Office (MWO) services such
as SIGMETs. This may be due to conflict, natural disaster, critical lack of
resources or some other reason. In such cases, as has been proposed during
the conjoint ICAO-WMO MET Divisional Meeting in 2014, another MWO
in the region could (and should) fill in the gap and provide the critical
safety function on behalf of the underperforming MWO. Such Regional
Hazardous Weather Advisory Centers (RHWAC) would issue SIGMETs
on behalf of other MWOs and provide the critical service that airspace
users have paid for. The RHWAC concept can also be extended on a
voluntary basis between willing service providers to improve cost
efficiency, harmonise service provision across Flight Information Region
(FIR) boundaries and provide backup for service interruptions.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work presents a comprehensive overview of the impacts of weather on
air transport, where the science is progressing and who the actors are.
Some proposals for the future are also provided to spark ideas among the
readers. The subject is complex, international, political and scientific.
Meteorological services should be developed from a safety perspective
drawing from the advances in technology and science in close collaboration
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between all of the global players. Information must be shared and
innovations fostered between the scientists and developers. The ideas
presented in Chapter 7 provide seeds for those involved in cultivating
meteorological information to air transport.
The role of the meteorological service providers is heavily focussed
on operational forecasting with only a small fraction of the total amount
going to research and development activities. There is a clear need for a
global aeronautical meteorological development agenda and improved
interaction with the major research funding agencies. Current interaction
between researchers working on aeronautical meteorological research and
development activities is limited to meteorological societies’ meetings such
as the American Meteorological Society Aviation, Range, and Airspace
Meteorology conference (ARAM) held biannually and the European
Meteorological Society conference on applied meteorology (ECAM) also
held biannually without a specific conference. A global scientific event such
as the WMO Aeronautical Meteorology Scientific Conference held from 6
to 10 November 2017 in Toulouse, France for the second time ever since
1968 is strongly endorsed to be continued regularly.
Aeronautical meteorological research is a field too small for
duplicating effort to continue to make gains in forecast skill and improve
air transport safety and efficiency. Collaboration, cooperation, data
sharing and joint research activities should be fostered to pool the best
talent to work on the challenges remaining in ceiling and visibility,
turbulence, icing, high wind and convection, properly integrating the
information into decision support systems leading to better operations.
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APPENDIX 1
National Meteorological and Hydrological Institutes of the world with an
indication of activities in aeronautical meteorological research.
Information collected from the WMO Country Profile Database (CPDB)
available at: https://www.wmo.int/cpdb/. Y = Yes, U = Unknown & N = No.
Rese
arch
(Y/U/
N)
U

Aeronauti
cal
Research
(Y/U/N)
N

Aviation
MET
Service
provider
(Y/N)
Y

Y

N

Y

Y

U

Y

Instituto Nacional de
Hidrometeorología e Geofísica
Antigua and Barbuda
Meteorological Services (ABMS)
Servicio Meteorológico Nacional

U

N

N

U

N

Y

Y

U

Y

Czech Hydrometeorological
Institute
SODEXAM (Societe
d'Exploitation et de
Developpement Aeroportuaire,
Aeronautique et Meteorologique)
State Hydrometeorological
Administration(SHMA)

Y

U

Y

U

U

Y

U

U

Y

Agence Nationale de Meteorologie
et de Teledetection par Satellite
"METTELSAT"
Danish Meteorological Institute

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Djibouti

Service de la Météorologie

N

N

N

Dominica

Dominica Meteorological Services

U

N

N

Dominican
Republic
Ecuador

Oficina Nacional de Meteorologiá

U

N

N

Instituto Nacional de
Meteorología e Hidrología INAMHI (INAMHI)
The Egyptian Meteorological
Authority
Gerencia de Meteorología.
Management of Meteorology
(MARN)
Civil Aviation Authority

Y

U

Y

U

U

Y

U

N

N

N

N

Y

Estonian Environment Agency
(ESTEA)

Y

N

Y

Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Antigua and
Barbuda
Argentina
Czech Republic
Côte d'Ivoire

Democratic
People's Republic
of Korea
Democratic
Republic of the
Congo
Denmark

Egypt
El Salvador
Eritrea
Estonia

NMHS
Afghanistan Meteorological
Authority (AMA)
The Hydrometeorological
Institute
Office National de la Meteorologie

I

Ethiopia

U

N

Y

Fiji

National Meteorological Agency
(NMA)
Fiji Meteorological Service

N

N

Y

Finland

Finnish Meteorological Institute

Y

Y

Y

France

Météo-France

Y

Y

Y

French Polynesia

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Gambia

Direction Interrégionale pour la
Polynésie francaise Meteo-France
Direction Generale de la
Meteorologie
Department of Water Resources

U

N

Y

Georgia

Department of Hydrometeorology

U

N

N

Germany

Deutscher Wetterdienst

Y

Y

Y

Ghana

Ghana Meteorological Agency

U

N

Y

Greece

Y

U

Y

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

Guyana

Hellenic National Meteorological
Service
Instituto Nacional de Sismología,
Vulcanología, Meteorología e
Hidrología (INSIVUMEH)
Direction Nationale de la
Météorologie Nationale
Directorate of Meteorology
Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia da Guiné-Bissau
National Institute of Meteorology
of Guinea-Bissau
Hydrometeorological Service

U

N

Y

Haiti

Centre national de météorologie

U

N

N

Honduras

Servicio Meteorológico Nacional
de Honduras. National Weather
Service of Honduras
Hong Kong Observatory (HKO)

U

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Iceland

Hungarian Meteorological Service
(OMSZ)
Icelandic Meteorological Office

Y

Y

Y

India

India Meteorological Department

Y

U

Y

Indonesia

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

U

N

Y

Ireland

Meteorological and Geophysical
Agency
Islamic Repulic of Iran
Meteorogical Organization
(IRIMO)
Iraqi Meteorological Organization
and Seismology
The Irish Meteorological Service

Y

U

Y

Israel

Israel Meteorological Service

U

U

Y

Italy

Servizio Meteorologico

Y

Y

Y

Jamaica

Meteorological Service Division

N

N

Y

Japan

Japan Meteorological Agency

Y

Y

Y

Gabon

Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

Hong Kong
Hungary

Iran
Iraq

II

Jordan

U

N

Y

U

N

N

Y

U

Y

Kiribati

Jordan Meteorological
Department
Ministry of environment and
wRepublican State Enterprise
"Kazhydromet"
Kenya Meteorological
Department
Kiribati Meteorological Service

N

N

Y

Kuwait

Meteorological Department

U

N

Y

Kyrgyzstan

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Lebanon

Agency on hydrometeorology
under Ministry of emergency
situations of the Kyrgyz Republic
Department of Meteorology and
Hydrology (DMH), Lao PDR
Latvian Environment, Geology
and Meteorology Agency
Service Météorologique

U

N

N

Lesotho

Lesotho Meteorological Services

U

N

Y

Liberia

Liberia Meteorological Service

U

N

Y

Libya

National Meteorological Centre

U

N

Y

Lithuania

Lithuanian Hydrometeorological
Service (LHMS)
Administration de l'Aéroport de
Luxembourg
Direction Générale de la
Météorologie
Department of Climate Change
and Meteorological Services
Malaysian Meteorological
Department
Maldives Meteorological Service

U

N

Y

N

N

Y

U

N

N

N

N

Y

U

U

Y

N

N

Y

Agence Nationale de la
Meteorologie (MALI-METEO)
Meteorological Office

U

N

Y

U

U

Y

Office National de la
Météorologie
Mauritius Meteorological Services

Y

N

Y

U

N

Y

Coordinación General del Servicio
Meteorológico Nacional
FSM Weather Station

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Mission Permanente de la
Principauté de Monaco
National Agency for Meteorology
and Environment Monitoring of
Mongolia
Hydrometeorological Institute of
Montenegro
Direction de la Météorologie
Nationale

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

U

N

N

Y

U

Y

Kazakhstan
Kenya

Lao
Latvia

Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia,
Federated States
of
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco

III

Mozambique

Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia
Department of Meteorology and
Hydrology
Namibia Meteorological Service

U

U

Y

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

Nigeria

Department of Hydrology and
meteorology
Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute (KNMI)
Météo-France Direction
Interégionale en NouvelleCalédonie, Wallis et Futuna
New Zealand National
Meteorological Service
Instituto Nicaraguense de
Estudios Territoriales
Direction de la Meteorologie
nationale
Nigerian Meteorological Agency

U

U

Y

Niue

Niue Meteorological Service

N

N

Y

Norway

Norwegian Meteorological
Institute
Director General of Meteorology

Y

Y

Y

U

N

Y

Pakistan Meteorological
Department
Gerencia de Hidrometeorología

U

N

Y

U

N

N

Papua New Guinea
Meteorological Service
Dirección de Meteorología e
Hidrología (DMH)
Servicio Nacional de Meteorología
e Hidrología del Perú
Philippine Atmospheric
Geophysical and Astronomical
Services Administration
(PAGASA)
Institute of Meteorology and
Water Management
Instituto Português do Mar e da
Atmosfera (IPMA)
Qatar Meteorology Department

U

N

Y

U

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

U

U

Y

Korea Meteorological
Administration
Serviciul Hidrometeorologic de
Stat Moldova
National Meteorological
Administration
Russian Federal Service for
Hydrometeorology and
Environmental Monitoring
Rwanda Meteorology Agency

Y

Y

Y

U

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Saint Lucia Meteorological
Services (SLMS)

U

N

Y

Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger

Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New
Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines

Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Moldova
Romania
Russian
Federation
Rwanda
Saint Lucia

IV

Samoa

Samoa Meteorology Division

N

N

Y

Sao Tome and
Principe
Saudi Arabia

N

N

Y

U

N

N

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

N

N

Y

U

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

N

N

Y

Somalia

Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia
The General Authority of
Meteorology and Environmenal
Protection
Direction de la Meteorologie,
Meteorological Branch (ANACIM)
Republic Hydrometeorological
Service of Serbia
Service Meteorologiques
Nationale des Seychelles
(National Meteorological Services
of Seychelles)
Sierra Leone Meteorological
Department
Meteorological Service Singapore
(MSS)
Slovak Hydrometeorological
Institute (SHMU)
Slovenian Environment Agency
(ARSO)
Solomon Islands Meteorological
Service
Permanent Mission of Somalia

U

N

N

South Africa

South African Weather Service

Y

U

Y

Spain

Y

Y

Y

Sri Lanka

Agencia Estatal de Meteorología
(AEMET)
Department of Meteorology

U

N

Y

Sudan

Sudan Meteorological Authority

U

N

N

Suriname

Meteorological Service

U

N

N

Swaziland

National Meteorological Service

U

N

Y

Sweden

Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute
MeteoSwiss

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Ministry of Defence
Meteorological Department
State Administration for
Hydrometeorlogy of the Republic
of Tajikistan
Thai Meteorological Department

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

U

Y

Hydrometeorological Service
(NHMS)

U

N

N

Dirrecão Nacional Meteorologia e
Geofisica
Direction Generale de la
Meteorologie
Tonga Meteorological Service

U

N

N

U

N

Y

N

N

Y

Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles

Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands

Switzerland
Syrian Arab
Republic
Tajikistan
Thailand
The former
Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tonga

V

Trinidad and
Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland
United Republic
of Tanzania
United States of
America
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela

Viet Nam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Trinidad and Tobago
Meteorological Service
Institut National de la
Meteorologie
Turkish State Meteorological
Service
Administration of
Hydrometeorology
Uganda National Meteorological
Authority
Ukrainian Hydrometeorological
Center
The National Center of
Meteorology and Seismology
(NCMS)
Met Office

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

U

Y

U

N

N

U

N

Y

U

U

Y

U

U

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tanzania Meteorological Agency

Y

U

Y

National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)
Instituto Uruguayo de
Meteorologia (INUMET)
Centre of Hydrometeorological
Service of the Republic of
Uzbekistan (Uzhydromet)
Vanuatu Meteorological Services

Y

Y

Y

U

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia e Hidrologia de la
Republica Bolivariana de
Venezuela (INAMEH)
National Hydro-Meteorological
Service of Viet Nam
Civil Aviation & Met Authority Yemen meteorological Service
Zambia Meteorological
Department (ZMD)
Meteorological Services
Department

U

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

U

N

Y

U

N

Y
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